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… Now we must return to Northup. It may well be supposed that Mr. Maitland’s desire to improve the
villagers had not cooled. He was still full of his plans and his good works; the people were now used to him and
his ways, and really began to look upon him as a friend and adviser, young as he was. He had, by no means, lost
or forgotten his former wish to teach them a little medical knowledge. He knew how careless they were in
infectious diseases, and how surely measles, chicken-pox, and scarlet fever went the round of the cottages, and
how easily it could have been avoided.
The good old doctor was often in despair; he could not get them to use the smallest precautions. Nothing
daunted by his ill-success with the middle-classes in regard to his ambulance lectures, he tried now different
tactics with respect to the working-classes. He instituted a prize for cleanliness among the children of the village
school, a small thing apparently, but which produced the happiest results; for the parents, who were hugely
indifferent to the antiseptic properties of soap, were keenly alive to the usefulness of the parson’s reward.
He bought several copies of a useful little book called, Till the Doctor Comes, and gave them away in the
cottages. The results of this were less happy. The children amused themselves looking at the funny pictures; the
babies tore them, and the unfortunate books were soon in pieces. Their principal use was to light the fire. It was
really uphill work.
But an event happened about this time which eventually smoothed the way for Mr. Maitland’s wishes, although
sad in itself, and causing much grief in all the village.
*
There was a young carpenter, called Adolphus Burt, commonly shortened to Dolly Burt—a name which he
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never resented, though impudent youngsters would occasionally shout it after him, and twit him with it; on the
contrary, he rather enjoyed it, as it had a comic effect applied to him. He was the tallest and handsomest young
fellow in the place, and it was a common joke in the neighbouring villages that,
“If the dolls in Northup were such a size, what must the men and women be?”
Steady and hardworking, though full of fun and frolic, the best cricketer, runner, and singer in the place, and,
by a long way, the best carpenter, Dolly Burt was a universal favourite. Many were the bonnets and dresses
finished late on Saturday night that the wearers might look well in his eyes on the Sunday; but he dispensed his
favours pretty equally, and complimented all pretty girls alike. It was rumoured that, when at work in a country
house not many miles distant, a titled lady had been very gracious to the young workman, and had often made
excuses to go and talk to him at his bench; but what will not people say? Be that as it may, everybody was fond of
Dolly Burt, who had a pleasant smile and a jovial greeting for all alike.
One evening, after working in some new cottages at the end of the village, just as he was putting up his tools, a
little girl of about three years old toddled up to the fire and fell in. In his eagerness to save the child he cut himself
in the hand with a large clasp knife. The child’s mother bound up the wound as well as she could, but he felt faint
and ill before he had gone very far. However, he persevered till within a few yards of his own home, when,
overcome with faintness, he sat down on the step of a stile, and, leaning back, soon lost consciousness.
Here he remained some time, and it would have been perhaps better if he had remained even longer, or, at all
events, if the well-meaning persons who discovered him had not used such efforts to restore consciousness. They
fetched brandy and poured down his throat., and when they had succeeded in getting him to his feet they helped
him home between them.
During his fainting fit the artery which he had cut ceased to bleed; for a clot had formed, and had closed it, but
when the good neighbours gave him brandy and hustled him home, the rapid circulation induced by these violent
remedies renewed the hemorrhage, which burst out afresh, and long before the Doctor could be fetched Dolly
Burt was a corpse.
All for want of a little knowledge!
All the village turned out to the funeral, but what good did that do to the dead man, or to his parents, or to his
brothers and sisters? “The pity of it” saddened every heart. His fellow-workmen were deeply impressed, and Mr.
Maitland, you may be sure, made the most of it. He showed them how a little care might have prevented this
calamity. How even, if they had not known what to do, it would have been something to know what not to do.
The result was they agreed to go to the Rectory any evening he liked, if he would teach them. It was in vain to
say he knew very little more than they did, and that Dr. Martin was the proper person. They would be taught by
the parson, and by nobody else. Dr. Martin, kind, good man though he was at heart, had not an agree able manner,
and the poor were not fond of him. Besides, they said he always used such long words, and the parson spoke so
simple-like.
So every spare moment he was at the doctor’s, studying the elements of medical knowledge. The thing
succeeded wonderfully. He struck while the iron was hot, and the men really learnt a good deal.
So poor Dolly’s death was the means of saving many lives, and of alleviating much sickness; and the good he
did in dying was perhaps greater than he could have accomplished in living.
*
All this had occupied Mr. Maitland considerably, but he was ever seeking a favourable opportunity to declare
his love to Mary. In his imagination he spoke with boldness and eloquence, but when he was face to face with her
the words would not come, and there was always something that intervened. He was more hopeful, however.
Mary’s manner was so gracious, so friendly; he fancied she grew more openly pleased to see him every day.
Mr. Lamont was very busy going over Mr. Acton’s farm. There was a long lease still to run, and it was not
certain whether the landlord would sell the farm at once, or leave it to be decided when the lease had expired. In
any case, there was the inventory, and the valuation, and other necessary business matters to attend to. The
possibility of amassing a large landed property and founding a family, always Mr. Lamont’s day-dream, seemed at
last likely to be realised, and he was engrossed and happy.
Mary occupied herself with her poor, but it was not always a pleasant experience. They were so unthrifty, so
short-sighted, and very often so untruthful that the poor child was quite discouraged.
One cold afternoon in March, about a hundred yards from her own door, she met Mr. Maitland. She had been
out some time, and was longing to get in to the warmth inside. An east wind was blowing, and the fine rain was
fast changing to sleet.
“Am I likely to find Mr. Lamont at home?” asked the curate. “He has been so engaged of late.”
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“He said he would be in by five, and it is now past that. I should fancy anybody who could, would hurry home
this weather,” and Mary shivered as she spoke. You will come in and see, won’t you?” she said, as Mr. Maitland
stood irresolute.
“No—yes—well, thank you. Yes, I think I will.”
The drawing-room was empty, and upon inquiry she found Mr. Lamont had not returned. Mr. Maitland felt that
here was an opportunity. Everybody out, and Mary to himself. When should he get such another chance?
“Miss Lamont,” he began, “I have been wishing to ask you a—that is, I have long—” here he stopped
nervously, and coughed. Mary was stooping over the fire, holding out two little blue hands to the blaze.
“Yes,” she said, cheerfully, trying to help him on, “what can I do?”
This unconsciousness was worse than anything.
“Oh, Miss Lamont,” he burst out, almost impatiently, “surely you know. I think you must have seen what I
feel. It is you that I want to see when I come here. You that I look for in the village, in the church, everywhere.”
Mary had risen, and was standing opposite to him, dismayed, distressed. With the movement common to her
and her mother she put out her hand. Mr. Maitland seized it, and almost drew her to him.
“Don’t repulse me,” he cried, hoarsely. “You have given me such hope lately. At first I thought you would
never like me, but now you are so different.”
She wished to draw back. He held her fast. He was bending nearer, with an expression of imploring anxiety.
“I never gave you hope,” said Mary, in a tone that began with anger, and finished almost with tears. “I thought
you understood—you talked about ‘new life,’ and—and—” She grew crimson, and hesitated.
“I talked about what?” he asked, in a puzzled way, relaxing his hold a little.
Mary drew back farther, and regained composure. In spite of her burning cheeks she looked up honestly into
his eyes, a glance that would have told any man that she was heart-whole, as far as he was concerned.
“Don’t you remember you congratulated me upon Mr. Hayling’s being alive? Everyone thought he was dead,
and then we heard it was a mistake, and—”
Mr. Maitland looked puzzled, though light was certainly dawning upon him.
“I don’t recollect it; for I never connected you in any way with him. But, if it is so, I ask your forgiveness. I
wish I could have known.”
“Oh, it isn’t settled—it isn’t settled. My father does not approve. But we have known each other from children
—nobody knows, nothing has been said; but you seemed to suspect that day—”
The curate had loosed his hold; he was very pale. Zoe could not have complained of his pink complexion.
“I thank you for your confidence. I have been mistaken—a cruel mistake for me—but it is not your fault,” he
added, hastily; for he saw Mary’s look of deep distress. “I hope all will be ordered for your happiness.” She was
beginning to stammer out something about having confided in him when he said, simply,
“I am not likely to speak of it. I must go and bear it as best I can. God bless you, Mary!” He took her hand, her
little hand in his big palm, and at first made as though he would raise it to his lips, but, as if restraining himself, he
merely pressed it in a lingering grasp, and before Mary had collected her thoughts he was gone.
On the whole she was relieved. Nobody need know of it, and it was now really explained between them.
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So time went on. The curate came less to the house perhaps, but then everyone knew how busy he was now
that he had sole charge, and the medical lectures, too, occupied a great deal of his time. Louisa was the first to
notice the slight change, for it was really only slight. Mr. Maitland tried to make no difference at all, and, all
things considered, succeeded very well.
After a long series of business negotiations, Mr. Acton’s farm passed into Mr. Lamont’s hands. The young man
called to take leave, but found nobody at home. He wrote to say that he had been obliged to start earlier than had
at first been arranged, and that by the time the letter reached them he would be crossing the Atlantic. He had taken
his passage in the White Star steamer Baltic, and hoped to have a quick passage. He passed away out of the neighbourhood with none to miss or regret him, for his own family hailed his departure as a relief.
The season was a very unhealthy one. There was a good deal of sickness about. The absence of Mrs. Hayling,
who was still in London, and that of Zoe, made noticeable gaps in the social circle. The first joy at hearing the
good news of Tom’s recovery had passed away, and the dullness and monotony of the village life grew irksome to
Mary. She felt herself longing that something should happen, anything to break the monotony. It was hard work to
wait and wait and wait for stray news of Tom, to be dependent on scraps of Zoe’s letters to Ellen Stone for some
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knowledge of what he was doing—that was the bitterest thing of all.
There had come an invitation for the two girls to go to an entertainment at the Stones’, but Mary refused. She
begged Louisa to go alone.
“Then you can bring me back all the news.” When she and her mother were sitting alone together over the fire
after Louisa had gone, she said,
“What a deadly, lively place this is, or else I am dreadfully discontented. I liked visiting the people at first, but
few of them seem to be nice. Lulu says I am only just beginning to find them out; but that is a horrid thought. I
don’t like to believe that they are always trying to get some thing out of me, but it really seems like it. She keeps
on helping them all the same, though she knows how they deceive her and backbite one another; but then she is so
good. I turn against them so when I find them out in some made-up story. They are not all alike, of course—I
know that; but the bad make me suspicious of the good. And I thought visiting the poor was such a religious duty
it would make me feel religious; but it doesn’t a bit. Oh, dear, what a weary world it is!”
Mrs. Lamont smiled at her daughter’s words. Young, beautiful, with a happy home, many might say, what
could she want more? Besides, to her mother, who still looked upon her as a child, it sounded like the cry of the
child in Punch:\fn{A British (weekly) magazine of humor and satire (1841-1992; 1996-2002}
“The world is hollow, my doll is stuffed with sawdust, and I want to go into a convent.”

“What is it, you foolish child?” Mary came and sat on the hearth-rug by her mother, and leaned her back
against her knees.
“Oh! I don’t know, I am stupid, I daresay. Tell me about yourself. I can’t imagine how you lived here when you
first came.” Mrs. Lamont smiled.
“I daresay not. It is wonderful how the years slide away. Sometimes it seems only the other day that you were
three tiny little things running about the nursery. But the first few months were dull, I own that.”
“Yes; after traveling about so much, to settle in this out-of-the-way place. Now, mother dear, tell me all about
it.”
“Well, your father was very kind; he did all in his power to make me—”
“Of course; but don’t tell me about this place. I seem to know enough of that. Tell me all about your journeys
—Rome, for example.”
Mrs. Lamont did not answer. She gazed silently and thoughtfully into the fire. The colour deepened in Mary’s
cheeks, but her mother was not thinking of her; she had gone back to her own youth, when, with her delicate
Russian pupils, she had gone everywhere, and was everywhere known as the “beautiful Miss Gore.”
“Ah, child,” she sighed at last, “that was a time indeed. Much as I long to see it, I sometimes feel as if it would
not be my Italy any more. You can never tell what it was; you are too young. We were all in a state of delirium.
Pius IX had just been elected: he was young, benevolent, and disposed to be liberal in politics. A liberal
Pope!\fn{Giovanni Maria Mastai-Ferretti, Bishop of Rome (1846-1878) } It quite turned people’s brains. It was October,
1845. The Kalatcheffs”—the name of Mrs. Lamont’s Russian pupils—“were living in the Corso;\fn{ The Via del
Corso, a Roman street} the rooms were magnificent; every night they were crowded by enthusiastic liberals, wild for
a united Italy. We sang revolutionary songs, and cared not who heard; we were not afraid of the police—Pius IX
was a revolutionist himself. The Baroness Kalatcheff was, like many Russians of the old nobility, an intense
sympathiser with these young politicians; she read all the proscribed manuscripts that were handed about from
hand to hand. Her husband was an old general in the service of Nicholas,\fn{ Nicholas I, Emperor of Russia, King of
Poland, Grand Duke of Finland (1825-1855) } whose duties kept him at the court of his imperial and imperious master,
while she was devoted to Herzen\fn{Alexander Herzen (1812-1879) father of Russian Socialism } and Bakounin,\fn{Mikhail
Alexandrivich Bakunin, so W, “among the most influential figures of anarchism” (1814-1876) } and people whose names you have
never heard.”
“I have heard of Tourguenief;\fn{Ivan Sergeyevich Turgenev, Russian novelist (1818-1883)} was he alive then?”
“Yes, he was alive, but he was younger; and I don’t think he was exiled till after that. But at that time all went
swimmingly. Liberty was triumphant. The Pope was the hero of the hour. Handsome, sympathetic, with a noble
presence and a splendid voice, we almost thought him a god. We crowded to his receptions, we knelt before him,
and could have kissed his feet—our young enthusiasts did not take it amiss. Religion was the fashion. The Pope
was going to save Italy. The wildest republicans and agitators joined in the adulation. England, France, and Italy
were full of hope that new times were beginning—but why do I go on talking? You know nothing of those times.
You must not ask me about them; it excites me even now to think of it all. The sound of a ‘United Italy’ has no
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longer anything surprising in it; you young things have never known anything different; but to us it was like a
dream, a fairy tale, almost an impossibility. A united Italy, and Rome the capital. Why, we expected a miracle
sooner! Ah, well … well …”
“I can hardly realise why it was so wonderful; it is all so natural now.”
“Yes; these are quieter, better times; but those were full of excitement in life. How we hoped in Charles
Albert,\fn{Carlo Alberto Amedeo (1798-1849) King of Piedmont-Sardinia (1831-1849) } the ‘Sword of Italy.’ How we believed
in Mazzini\fn{Giuseppe Mazzini (1805-1872) an Italian politician, journalist and activist for the unification of Italy } and
Bratiano,\fn{Jon Bratiano, Liberal Romanian premier (in 1884) } but most of all in the Pope and the ideas of Gioberti!\fn
{Vincenzo Gioberti (1801-1852) Italian philosopher } It seemed a sort of guarantee against excesses, to have religion
carrying the banner of freedom. Ah, dear child, the wild songs we sang! the flags we made! the schemes we
discussed! Great nonsense, I daresay; and time has set all things straight; but all that impetuosity and passion set
the thing going. They were like men inspired. ‘The cause’ was everything. We read Leopardi,\fn{Giacomo Leopardi
(1798-1837) Italian poet} and wept over him. ‘O patria mia, vedo le muri e gli arch. Ma la gloria non vedo!’”\fn{“O
my country, I see the walls and arch. But I do not see the glory!” } and Mrs. Lamont raised her voice with something of the
old fire as the noble Italian words fell from her mouth.
“Oh, mother dear,” said Mary, jumping up and kissing her, “you are the sweetest darling; your pretty cheeks
are quite pink. You get excited even now. I wish I had lived then! I know they all thought you very beautiful, and
loved you.”
“No, no. We all loved the country, and ‘the cause’. We felt lifted up beyond all that sort of thing. Men were
imprisoned and executed every day somewhere—in the Small States\fn{ She probably means in Parma, Medona, Tuscany,
Lucca, Lombardy, Venice, in contradistinction to the Kingdom of the Two Sicilies (at that time Sicily plus the southern half of Italy)—the
unification of Italy was a long process, occurring approximately between 1815 and 1871 } and in Naples.\fn{Capital of the Kingdom of
the Two Sicilies} Perhaps, afterwards,—there was a young Bernini, for example, one of the Carbonari. He was

always at the Baroness Kalatcheff’s—but this is foolish talk,” she said breaking off suddenly.
“How could you settle down here after such a life?”
“I was well subdued before that,” answered her mother, with a smile. “From that intense existence of
excitement and movement I went to the Duke of Perth’s, a stiff Scotch family, strict Puritanical specimens. Oh!
what I suffered! This home,” she said, fondly stroking her daughter’s cheek, “seemed a Paradise after all that
repression. I thank God every day that you have not to go through what I had. A governess’s life is nearly always
a disappointment. When her employers are kind, and she gets fond of them, then comes the inevitable separation.
She must begin all over again somewhere else, and even if she returns to her own home, ten to one but she has
been a little spoilt by the life in a rich house amid great physical luxury, and finds their surroundings hard and
uncomfortable. The men, too, with whom she has associated, even if not so clever or so well-informed as her own
people, have nearly always a different manner with women, so much more deferential and chivalrous.
“But all this is chatter and waste of time, I fear. It stirs memories in me that, old as I am, I had better not think
about; and as for you, my pussy, it is beyond your experience a good deal.”
“Ah! but, mother, I like to know things,” said Mary, with a little wise air. “Some day I too mean to go to Rome,
and see all the beautiful things.”
“I hope you may, but it won’t be my Rome! The very ruins are different, having been scraped and cleaned! The
grand dresses of the cardinals are no longer to be seen in the street; the Papal Guard are prisoners them-selves—at
least, they never go beyond the Vatican. There are no high masses, no processions, no ceremonies. My Italy was a
fascination, the incarnation of a divine cause, the downtrodden mother of nations, for whose sake every true
knight’s sword flew from the scabbard. There is no poetry about Rome now. She is the common-place, badlydrained, badly-ventilated capital of a second-rate European power. Yes, rather a come-down, isn’t it? but the
glamour is all gone now; at least, to my eyes. It would all be new to young people, who would have fresh dreams
and fresh associations. There is a young king at the Quirinal,\fn{ The Quirinal Palace, now the official residence of the
President of the Italian Republic} and a beautiful queen.—
“But I hear Lulu coming in the hail. She will tell us all the news of the village. The Stones are great gossips.”
“Now, Lulu, come and amuse us with the history of the entertainment,” cried Mary.
But Louisa did not seem at all inclined to be amusing. She was absent and silent.
“There is nothing to tell,” she replied. “We had a little music, a few games. Altogether a slow affair.”
“I am so glad I didn’t go.”
“So am I,” said Louisa, with a certain emphasis. Mary looked inquiringly at her, but Louisa avoided her eyes.
“They were all rather dull, I thought. Herbert Turner excelled himself in awkwardness. He knocked down a
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fire-screen and set it in a blaze, and there was no end of fuss over that. Then they all abused the Ritualists, which I
always consider poor sport. A vestment is to them like a red rag to a bull, and they know nothing about them,
either. They thought a chasuble was a thing to hold incense, and a thurible an embroidered garment of some kind.
Oh! what rubbish they talked, partially with the praiseworthy desire to rouse me; but I held my tongue, even from
good words. I should just like to take their delightful Mr. Lawson that they are so fond of, drag his black gown,
that he preaches and bangs the cushions in, off his back, administer a few stripes for all the spiteful things he has
said of Dr. Pusey\fn{Edward Bouveire Pusey (1800-1882) leader of the High Church (as opposed to the Low Church) party in the
Church of England during many theological controversies in the 19 th century, the nature of which served to define Conservative as opposed
to Liberal attitudes about certain religious dogma hitherto regarded as conventionally acceptable:H } and the rest, and force him into

a huge magnificent cope for the celebration.”
They all laughed at the idea of Louisa’s vengeance.
“Not that I said a word of all that,” she put in, eagerly. “I sat as meek as a moon beam. The Stones tried to be
amiable, but they never seem hearty.”
“They always remind me of cranberries,” said Mary; “such a sour sweetness. We have been very happy,
haven’t we, mother dear? I really think we must make you write down all the wonderful things you have done and
publish a book. How I wish I could go abroad!” After a little more talk they went to bed.
*
In the morning, while Mary was still asleep, Louisa came in.
“I could not dress till I had told you, my darling,” she said, kneeling down by the bed.
“What is it?” said Mary, thoroughly aroused.
“Ellen Stone had had a letter from Zoe. They were handing it about. Tom has been getting on very well;
everyone says he is a very rising artist.”
“Yes, yes, but what else?” for Louisa’s tone was not that of one telling good news, and Mary was anxious to
get through all that gilding to the bitter pill.
“From the tone of the letter you would think she was engaged to him.; indeed she hints as much. They seem to
go to balls and parties together; he arranges her dresses.”
“Engaged to him!” interrupted Mary. “Who? Zoe? Why, he never could bear her!”
“Of course he couldn’t, and Zoe Ridsdale, for all her quiet, indifferent manner, is the most artful girl I ever
knew, and the biggest liar into the bargain. Still I thought I’d warn you; for everyone was talking about it, and
they all seemed to believe it.”
“It is impossible!” Mary was sitting up in her bed, the warm flush of sleep all faded from her face, leaving it
pale and anxious. “Oh! Lulu, you don’t believe it?”
“My sweet child, it is about as likely as that I should marry the Pope of Rome, so don’t bother your head; I
only thought I’d warn you of the absurd report.”
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Yes, everybody seemed to believe it, as Mary discovered when they went into the village. She heard it
discussed wherever they went. It was Lent, and more people than usual were at the daily service. Mary wondered
if Mr. Maitland had heard it yet. As they came up the hill home again she said,
“What can we do to find out if it is true? Mother has long ago given up answering his letters, so we can’t hear
direct from him. Couldn’t you write to Zoe?”
“Never wrote to Zoe in my life,” answered Louisa, “and I don’t like her well enough to begin now. Why
shouldn’t you write to Mrs. Hayling?”
“She is gone away to the seaside with one of the children who is ill. Besides, I shouldn’t like to write to her
about this; it would look so—so—odd.” As they turned into the drive, they saw, to their great surprise, the
carriage at the door.
“What has happened? Where is mother going?”
“Mistress hev had a telegraft from Mrs. Brewer, Miss. The baby is very ill. She’s going off at once.”
The girls found the whole household in a bustle, except Mrs. Lamont, who was order ing everything with her
usual calm. As for Mr. Lamont, he was in a perfect fever; he seemed anxious that they should drive off at once,
just to be doing something, though, as Mrs. Lamont pointed out to him, they would only have to wait half an hour
at the station, where she could do nothing; whereas, if he would give her the half hour at home, in peace and
quiet, it would add greatly to her comfort. So he went somewhere else, fidgeting and fussing. He would soon have
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worked himself and everybody else into such a state of nervous irritability that nothing short of an explosion must
have followed, when, fortunately for the peace of the household, Mrs. Lamont came down ready to start.
“Good-bye, my darlings,” she said to the two girls, “you must write to me every day, you know, and I will do
the same, if only a short scrap, to let you know how the baby is. However, let us hope I shall not be away long. I
daresay Alice is nervous. Mothers always are with a first baby.”
“Come, come!” cried Mr. Lamont, impatiently.
“Yes, dear, plenty of time,” answered his wife, quietly, and finished her various instructions.
The girls felt lost when she had gone. It was so very unusual for her to stay away without one of them; indeed,
she had never gone away alone before. They rather dreaded being left with their father. He was so irritable and
cross without his wife, always fancying things were not as they should be, and that the household generally was
taking advantage of her absence.
If he was like that when she was absent a day, what would it be now when she might be away for weeks?
However, they must make the best of it.
“I will try to look after the house as well as I can, Lulu, and you must undertake father.”
Things went on pretty comfortably for a day or two, and the accounts Mrs. Lamont sent were reassuring. The
baby certainly had bronchitis, but the doctor hoped it would not be a very severe attack. This kept Mr. Lamont
tolerably patient, but the absence of his wife would certainly never have been endured for anyone else but John
Lamont Brewer, or rather John Brewer Lamont, as his grandfather had quite determined to call him.
All this time Mary tried to keep up a good heart about Tom, but little by little the belief of others was spreading
to herself. Her own humility made the report appear to her more likely. Zoe is so clever, she thought, she knows
so much about painting, while I am so stupid; and now that they are together in that wonderful place, seeing all
those beautiful things, he finds out what a lot she knows. They say traveling makes such a difference; perhaps he
thinks of me as an ignorant country girl, yet I think I could enter into things if I were only there with him.”
The village seemed smaller, the daily life narrower than ever. Waiting may be serving, but it is assuredly the
most wearying form of it and Mary felt that any disagreeable great duty would be better than this actionless
suspense.
Louisa had been to pay her “digestive” visit to the Stones after their party, and was coming through the garden.
Mary went out through the large window of the drawing-room to meet her, holding her hand above her eyes, to
shield them a little from the sun. It was a natural and commonplace movement, but she looked so sweet and so
unconscious that tears rose to Louisa’s eyes as she saw her come across the lawn.
“How could anyone prefer Zoe?” she said to herself. She held a letter in her hand, which she gave to her sister.
Mary paled as she saw the handwriting. It was addressed to Miss Ellen Stone, and it was from Zoe. It is true
the first sheet was missing, but what was there appeared most clear. It contained a full and elaborate account of
her dress, and apparently of the wedding ceremony. Zoe entered into every detail—the admiration expressed by
the excitable Italians for the bride and bridegroom, the very names of the guests and her partners in the dances
which followed, for they appeared to have wound up with a ball. Mary made an effort to smile.
“Well, I hope they will be happy. We have wasted a great deal of sentiment, and I fear reckoned very much
without our host. We are given to making mistakes, it seems.”
Without answering a word, Louisa threw her arms round her. Her heart was torn for her—but what could she
say? Mary went up to her own room.
When Louisa looked in, after an hour or two, she found her lying on her bed in the darkness.
“Don’t draw up the blind—I hate the light. Oh! Looloo, how could he—how could he? And Zoe, too, whom he
never seemed to like! Are men always like that? One reads dreadful things about them in books, and how they
change, but I didn’t believe it—not of him, not of Tom!”
Louisa did her best to comfort her, but how powerless are words! She tried to urge her to come down.
“Father will be vexed,” she said. “I will put a darker shade on the lamp, so that he should not see your face.”
“No, no, I can’t,” she moaned. “Make any excuse you like,” and of course Louisa did so. She managed and
arranged everything that evening and the next day, for Mary still refused to leave her room.
“I could bear it when I thought he was dead—he was still mine—but to think of his caring for Zoe!”
This was her ceaseless cry. It was useless to talk to her of what people would say.
“Tell them I am ill; they need not know I have heard anything about it; and if they do, she burst out, “I don’t
care. Everyone knew I cared for him. I would rather he were dead. Yet, Lulu, why was it I bore it so much better
then? I feel so weak now.”
Louisa was dreadfully distressed at her sister’s state. Mrs. Lamont away, all the responsibility came on her. She
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had various things to do in the village, so she left her. When she returned, she found her sitting in the drawing
room.
The remarks upon what people would say had roused her pride, and she had seized her courage with both
hands, as the French say, and dressed herself and come down. Her father made no remark on her altered
appearance. The news of the baby-invalid had not been quite so good that morning, and he would not have been
surprised at the traces of tears; he would have considered it a proper womanly way of showing her feelings.
4
Ever since her fainting-fit in church, Mrs. Joseph Higgens had been nervous and ill. Dr. Martin said she would
not recover till Dick Acton was fairly out of the place. Directly he knew that the Lamonts had heard from him of
his intended journey, he went to the cottage and told her. Lucy thanked him warmly; whoever else in the village
might dislike the doctor, she was always his staunch friend, as, indeed, she had every reason to be.
“It is very good of you to come and tell me, sir. I had no idea I was so weak and foolish, but, when I saw him
so sudden-like that Sunday in church, it gave we quite a turn. And these last few evenings I thought I saw a man
prowling about behind the hedge, for all the world like Mr. Acton. It’s my silly fancy, I daresay; but our cot tage is
so lonely now that our neighbours have left, and sometimes, when Joe is away, I hear such noises that I feel as if I
should die of fright.”
“Well, that is all over now, Lucy, and you may make your mind quite easy. Mr. Acton must be in the middle of
the ocean by now. I don’t mean drowned,”—he said, noticing the expression of the young woman’s face
—“though even then—but there, there, he’s far enough away now, and I hope we shall never see him again. Even
his mother and sisters must say so too.”
Very soon after this, the announcement appeared in the papers that the Baltic had arrived safe in New York.
She had made an unusually quick passage for the time of year.
Mr. Maitland was heartily glad to see it, and to be assured that the ruffian would not be likely to molest Lucy
anymore. It had been one of his busy days. The distance to Joe Higgens’ cottage was great. Still the weather was
fine, he was young and strong, and the news would probably be a great relief to the newly-married pair; so he
determined to go. He did not know that Dr. Martin had already partially eased Lucy’s mind, and he was anxious
she should not suffer from her nervous terrors longer than was necessary.
He told his servants that he should be late for his dinner, and set off in good spirits. It is an agreeable thing to
be the bearer of good tidings, and he had the interest in Lucy natural to one who had saved her life.
As he went up the road leading to the Cedars, he met the Lamonts’ stable-boy driving a frisky little pony in a
light cart. It was a pretty little animal, that the girls generally drove in a basket-carriage in the summer. Whether it
resented the cart or the lad’s driving, it was evidently running away with him, and the boy sat there pale and
frightened, having lost all control over it.
Mr. Maitland stepped into the middle of the road and laid hold of the rein. His weight and strength brought the
fiery little beast up sharp, almost on to its haunches. After looking to the harness, reassuring the boy, and patting
the pony, he went on his way. A rumour of Zoe’s letter to Ellen Stone had reached him, and, though it was but
vague gossip he had heard, it was only natural that a vision of future possibilities should rise up before him.
“Hope is a lover’s staff,” and with it Spencer Maitland walked quickly and easily on, feeling more light of heart
than he had done for some time.
Lucy was delighted to see him. She welcomed him with her brightest looks and prettiest manners.
“How kind of you, sir,” she said, “but I almost wish you had waited till tomorrow. I don’t like your walking
about so much in the evenings, and it is such a long way, too. Joe isn’t home yet; he had to go to shop, and that
always makes him half an hour late.”
Mr. Maitland smiled at her anxiety on his account, and assured her he did not mind the long walk nor the dusk.
She thanked him again and again for his kindness in coming to tell her, and was careful not to say the doctor had
already been, less he should think his news less welcome or valuable.
The room looked cheerful and comfortable. A kettle was singing on the fire, a plate of toast on the round of the
fender. The table was laid for tea, and the good smell from the oven betrayed that some savoury dish was being
kept hot for the absent husband. Tied into a high chair, and seated close to the table, which he was banging with a
spoon, sat Lucy’s child, growing into a fine little fellow. Lucy herself was tidily and becomingly dressed, and the
whole cottage had an air of neatness and respectability.
“Dear, dear,” she fretted, “you’ve come just at your dinner hour too; if you would take a cup of tea now, I
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should be proud.” Mr. Maitland accepted her hospitality, and after noticing the baby a little, and talking a few
minutes on indifferent subjects, rose to set off again.
As he shut the gate at the end of the Higgens’ front garden, he saw a figure move quickly into the shade. It
could not be Joe, for the person evidently wished to escape notice. There was a small copse near the house, part of
the Castle preserves. The man, whoever he was, went towards it and disappeared among the trees. From his dress,
Mr. Maitland supposed he was one of the keepers, but his build and walk were extraordinarily like Dick Acton’s,
and unless he had been pretty sure that that gentleman was in New York at that very moment, he could have
declared, it was he.
He quickened his pace, for, if the clouds came up very fast and obscured the moon, walking between the tall
hedgerows would be blundering work. He had gone about half a mile, and was fast nearing a very awkward bit of
the way. It was not the high-road, for he had chosen a short cut, and this short cut at one place skirted an old
gravel-pit. There are many such in these parts, some so large that cottages have been built in them, and very cosy
and sheltered they look, nestling down below out of the way of the keen north-easters which blow over the heath.
This pit, though deep, had not been sufficiently hollowed out for that. There was a pretence of a paling to
prevent travelers falling in, but it was no use, being rotten and broken.
By this time heavy clouds were driving along the sky, making it very dark at intervals, but, when the moon was
not hidden, one could discern objects very clearly. It was shining brightly as Mr. Maitland neared this spot. There
was no sound but his own footstep to break the stillness; no human being in sight, only his own black shadow
striding along with him to keep him company.
Suddenly he heard a movement in the whin\fn{ Furze, gorse} behind him. He turned round and recognized Dick
Acton standing a little off the road; the moonlight fell full on his face. He saw him raise his arm; there was a flash,
a report, something hit his side and he fell. Then a crashing through the bushes, a horrible laugh, a fiendish face
bending over him, and the next moment he was falling heavily into the gravel pit. …
When Joe Higgens reached the village shop that evening he found it crowded with customers. There was a
good deal of talking and laughing, and it was some time before he could get served. A man present had killed a
pig, and he wanted to dispose of the pork. There were insinuations that he had killed the animal to save its life,
and a good deal of coarse banter as to how the animal had been fed. Finally all the pig was disposed of except the
less inviting joints, and the grocer, getting angry at his prerogative of selling being thus usurped by the pig-dealer,
turned most of them out of the shop. Joe was getting mightily hungry, and when once his groceries—tea, sugar,
&c.—were put into his basket, he started off at a brisk pace.
It was long past the hour he had promised to be home. He tramped sturdily along, thinking with grave pleasure
of the cheerful welcome and the comfortable home which awaited him. Six months ago how little he would have
thought such a thing possible! Then his mind went to Mr. Maitland, and his early prejudice against him. How
mistaken he had been! The future Marquis, who had come “spyin’,” had turned out to be the best friend he ever
had, and the best friend his wife ever had. He had heard with a sickening shudder of the scene on the heath, and
his feelings for the young clergyman were not to be put in words. Besides the affection which he bore him there
was now added a deep reverence. He saw his daily self-sacrificing life among the poor; he knew, amid all his
somewhat visionary schemes, he had the one only motive of doing good to others; and he had an instinctive desire
to bare his head whenever even the curate’s name was mentioned.
Filled with such thoughts as these, he had reached the shorter way which led by the gravel-pit. He stopped to
arrange his basket; it was heavy, and the cord cut his shoulder. When the sound of his steps ceased he fancied he
heard a moan—then another. Yes, certainly some man or some animal was hurt.
He listened intently. All was silent. He put his head down to the ground and listened again.
Yes, it was certainly a low moan, and this time he could hear that it came from the direction of the gravel-pit.
There was a dark object by the side of the path. He picked it up. A soft felt hat. Only Mr. Maitland wore such in
these parts.
Now very anxious, he left the path and skirted the top of the pit till he reached the road made by the carting of
the gravel. The light was very fitful, now dark, now clear, but he caught sight of a dark heap at the bottom, and
could hear the groans very distinctly. A few steps more, and he could see it was Mr. Maitland.
He assumed at once that he had fallen by misadventure; he had probably missed the path, and the paling had
given way. Among his purchases were candles. He lighted one and held it close to the curate’s face. The eyes were
shut, he was deadly pale, and though the low moans came every now and then, he was evidently unconscious.
Higgens put his hand under him to ease his position, and, if possible, to lift him, when he felt something wet.
He looked at his hand—it was covered with blood. A suspicion of foul play crossed his mind, but he dismissed it
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at once as impossible. He must have injured himself in the fall.
But how best to get help was now the question. There was nothing for it but to leave him there, and run to the
nearest cottage.
Fortunately the gravel-pit was on the outskirts of the heath, and there were houses at no great distance. Thither
Joe ran as fast as his legs could carry him. In a few hurried words he explained his business, though the men to
whom he spoke, with the proverbial slowness of their class, were long in taking in what he wanted.
When they knew what was required of them, they set about the preparations quietly and sensibly enough. The
windows of the cottage had wooden shutters, but, as they were rather small, two were lashed together through the
hinges by a stout cord, and the owner and a young man who lodged with him returned with Joe to the gravel-pit.
The three men were nervously anxious to do the right thing, but the remembrance of Dolly Burt made them afraid
to give brandy.
The moaning had ceased, and at first they thought he was dead, but they could feel his heart beating feebly,
and, to their horror, saw that the wound from which the blood was oozing was caused by a bullet. They lifted him
as gently as they could, and put him on the shutter, and within half an hour he was lying on his own bed.
Dr. Martin and his young assistant came at once. There was no doubt that the case was a very serious one. The
bullet had struck him in the side, and was lodged in the back, close to one of the vertebra. The loss of blood had
been considerable and prostrating, but that was not all.
It was found that the fall had so injured the lower portion of the spine that he would probably never walk
again.
5
While all this was taking place on the heath, Mr. Lamont and his two daughters sat round the fire in the large
drawing-room. The conversation turned upon Mr. Maitland. The stable-boy had come home with an
exaggerated account of his little adventure with the pony: the terrible rate it was running away, and Mr.
Maitland’s marvelous strength in stopping it.
Mary was interested. She was fond of the pony, petting it, and giving it sugar, so that it knew her step, and
whinnied whenever she came near.
“I hope Billy’s mouth is not hurt,” she said. “A jag like that on the rein must have been dreadful.”
“Much worse, if he had gone down and broken his knees, my dear; not to mention that we should have lost
half his value.”
“But you would never sell Billy?” said Mary, uneasily.
“Herbert Turner says Mr. Maitland is the strongest man he ever knew,” said Louisa, changing the
conversation. “They say he is going to get up some athletic sports in the village next summer—jumping, and
throwing things. It is wonderful how the people all like him now; there was such a feeling against him when he
came.”
“Yes, there was,” joined in Mary, conscious that she, too, had been very prejudiced, as well as the poor, “but
he has quite lived it down, and no wonder; for he is very kind and good. He himself paid for having a window
put into old Higgens’ cottage, and, whatever his prospects may be, we all know he is not rich now. The landlord
wouldn’t do anything at all; he said the window had always done very well like that, and why shouldn’t it go
on? It was such a tiny window, looking north-east, and oh, so draughty. Mr. Maitland had that blocked up, and a
large window put in the south wall. She says nobody would believe the difference. It was such a cold, dark
room before, and now it is so light and sunny. And though this has been a very cold winter, she says she has
never been so warm, and that the saving in coals is immense. Why, of course, the sun pouring in like that
warms the room.”
Mr. Lamont smiled approvingly. He liked to see Mary speak up for his favourite. He put down his
newspaper, and settled himself back in his chair to listen. Louisa took up the conversation, and they were soon
all singing the praises of Mr. Maitland. It was a perfect trio.
In the midst of it, the parlour-maid appeared at the door, with a manner divided between importance and
dismay.
“Please, sir, a messenger from Dr. Martin. Could you lend him a horse, or send a messenger to Weston. The
Doctor says his horses hev been out all day, and are done up.”
“Lend him a horse, send a messenger? what for?”
“Mr. Maitland hev been shot, sir.”
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“Shot!” they all exclaimed at once.
“Yes, sir,” said the girl, the importance now quite absorbing the dismay. “He was walking home across the
heath, and some man shot him in the back. He tried to walk on, and fell into a gravel-pit. Some men found him,
and thought he was dead; and Dr. Martin wants Mr. Budd, the surgeon.”
“God bless me!” ejaculated Mr. Lamont, “why, it’s the days of highwaymen over again. Tell them to saddle
Black Prince; I’ll go myself.”
“Dear father, Jim will go much quicker on Meta. She is so much faster, and he is so much lighter.”
Her father did not look over-pleased, though he felt Louisa was right.
“Besides,” she said, taking his arm affectionately, “you will catch cold. Think of the wind across the heath.”
A few months ago the bare idea of taking care of his health would have made Mr. Lamont roar with laughter,
but now was he not anxious to live as long as possible for the sake of the future John Lamont? He stroked
Louisa’s cheek fondly as he answered.
“Tell Jim to drive,” he said to the servant; “he can bring back the doctor. No, stop, I’ll tell him myself,” and
he went out and gave his own directions.
When he returned, he was in his greatcoat and his hat in his hand.
“Go to bed, my dears,” he said, as he kissed them both. “I shall walk down to the Rectory and hear the rights
of this.”
It was past midnight when he returned, and directly the hall door was shut two figures in dressing-gowns
appeared on the stairs. He did not reprove them; he said very little; he seemed overwhelmed.
He went into his own room, hung about with fishing-tackle, fire-arms, and other sporting appliances, and
sank down in his accustomed chair. The fire was burning cheerily, and a kettle singing on the hob. Louisa
busied herself in mixing some hot whisky and water; Mary sat on a low chair on her father’s right.
He put out his hand and smoothed the golden hair, put back tightly for the night. He had been less irritable
than usual all day, and now his manner was especially tender and gentle. He was thinking over all his ambitious
schemes. If Mary had married this man, as he had so much desired, she would now be tied to a cripple for life.
Even Mr. Lamont felt that a marquisate and broad acres weighed but very lightly against such a terrible
affliction as that.
He had been a very successful man hitherto; everything he had greatly wished had come to pass. It now gave
him an unpleasant shock to see how mistaken and unwise his schemes could be. With a kind of natural instinct
which warns us that misfortunes never come alone, he began to fear that his next disappointment would be that
his grandson would die. After having been lucky all his life, a period of ill-fortune might be coming.
The spell was now broken. Let no man be called happy till his death. What had the future in store for him?
He sat silent, revolving many things in his mind. Dr. Martin had told him all he knew. Dick Acton to do such
a thing! He remembered perfectly, when he was born, a little puny, sickly thing that nobody expected to live. To
think that he should turn out such a villain! He had heard that evening for the first time of his connection with
Lucy Flower, which he had never suspected, and of his brutal conduct on the heath. He could hardly believe it.
Why, he had quite liked the young man at one time. He had been pleased with his love of outdoor sports, and
had actually thought of him as a possible husband for Mary. How long ago it all seemed, and how strangely
events had turned out!
His brain quite ached with it all, and he longed for his wife’s clear head and ready sympathy.
The two girls respected his silence a little while, but at last, oppressed with all kinds of forebodings, Mary
made a timid inquiry. His answers were very guarded. He gave no explanation of the cowardly act, merely said
the injuries were very severe, though both doctors hoped he would recover. Even if he did, he would never walk
again.
Both girls gave a little gasp of pity and horror. Louisa, who had the kettle in her hand, scalded herself
severely, but she paid no attention to it.
“Who did it?” she asked. “Couldn’t he see anyone?”
“It was dark, and he was shot in the back.”
“If it had been in the woods,” said Mary, “one might have thought it was a keeper or a poacher; but on the
open heath, it could not have been a mistake.”
Her father did not answer, and, after a few more remarks. Mary and Louisa went to bed. They felt
bewildered at the events happening round them. Tom married, Mr. Maitland shot! The very foundations of the
earth were out of course.
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The sad news about Mr. Maitland caused the greatest grief and consternation in the parish. The fact of his having
been shot sent a thrill through every heart. Nobody could understand it. He was not known to have a single enemy in
the place.
The whole affair was mysterious. Mr. Maitland himself, who could have explained all, said very little. Only to the
doctor did he disclose all the particulars.
“Don’t tell Lucy,” he said, “she will be so grieved for me, and so alarmed for herself; but her husband had better
know. He must be on the watch.”
“God alone knows what measures to take against such a wretch as that, who sticks at nothing. I shall tell Lamont
about it. He is an influential man. We must employ detectives.”
“Pray don’t,” cried Mr. Maitland; “it would be such a horrible business to be dragged into a court. Poor Lucy! Well,
I can help her no more,” he groaned; “he has put an end to that. It is hard, hard!” The tears stood in his eyes; he turned
away his face, even the sympathetic eyes of the doctor hurt him just then, though tears were in them too.
“If I could only change places with you, my poor boy!” said the old man, in a broken voice. Mr. Maitland pressed
his hand in gratitude. But what words could suffice in such a calamity as this?
During the long, painful hours that he lay silently on his bed, he reviewed all his past life, his happy boyhood at
Norwich, his school and college life, his repressive father, the change in his position when his brother was killed, his
coming to Northup, his acquaintance with Zoe, then with Mary. What exquisite visions he had weaved! Every stock
and stone in the place was in some way connected with her; here he had met her, there he had seen her pass, and, in
spite of her refusal, had he not, after the news from Rome, begun to cherish hope anew?
And his hopes now? All crushed, all withered! Still, if God in His infinite wisdom chose to lay this heavy burden
upon him, it must be—it was well, and he already saw that what had hitherto been such a bitter grief was a blessing—
i.e., that Mary did not love him. Had she done so, what misery it would have been for both of them, how her grief
would have intensified his! How much more unhappy she would be now!
If Mary had been asked, she would have said she could not have been more unhappy. She bitterly regretted that she
had rejected him—not that her feelings towards him were altered in the least—but it would have given her a right to
console him under this terrible blow. Now that the man she loved had married another, it would be some sort of
consolation to do all in her power for one who loved her. She began to feel so much more for him, too. Perhaps he
loved her as much as she had loved Tom. Poor fellow, poor fellow! How miserable it all was!
She had caught up a chance remark of her father’s, and knew that Dick Acton had fired the shot. Not having any
other clue to his conduct, she imagined that in some way she was the cause of it.
“Oh, why do I bring him nothing but grief and misfortune?” she thought. “If I could only make it up to him some
way or other!”
She sat alone and pondered over the sad circumstances till, as the days went on, she persuaded herself that it was her
duty to sacrifice herself for him. Yes, if he would have her now as his wife, she would marry him; if it were necessary,
she would lay down her life for his sake.
But how should she offer herself? Such a thing seemed unmaidenly, though it was as companion, as sick-nurse,
almost as servant that she was anxious to go. If she told anyone else, they would dissuade her, except perhaps Louisa,
who would be too happy to do the same herself.
Then she fell to wondering who had the better right, Louisa who loved him, or she whom he loved. But of course
she had. Louisa might any day meet with somebody to love, she was so young (there was a difference of two years in
their ages!), whereas for her that was all over.
She was beginning to consider herself quite old, and felt almost as if people were making fun of her when they
called her a young girl. She said once to Louisa that they must have made some mistake and gone to sleep like Rip Van
Winkle, and that years and years had elapsed since Christmas.
“I feel as if all my freshness and youth were gone,” she sighed. “Like Thecla, ‘Ich habe gelebt und geliebet.’\fn{“I
have lived and loved.”} Now that Tom has left me, I can never, never, never love anyone again.”
Her air of intense conviction gave her the look that one sees in the face of a little child when it is serious. We who
are older have such mixed motives.
Full of this new resolve she put on her walking clothes and with a quick firm step went to find her sister. The sweet
face was pale and set, the hands clasped tightly together.
“Lulu,” she said, decidedly, “I have been thinking what I ought to do, and now I am quite sure.”
“What is it, dear?”
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“When he was well and strong he asked me to marry him; and I refused, but now that this dreadful thing has come
upon him—think, Lulu, never to walk again, to be always on his back—I feel I ought to do everything that lies in my
power to comfort him. I would fetch and carry and wait on him the rest of his life.” Louisa turned a trifle paler, but she
merely said, quietly,
“Then what do you propose to do?”
Mary had expected an outburst in Louisa’s vehement style; this calmness made her nervous, but she went on pretty
boldly.
“I must tell him so, I want to let him know that—I am—that I am willing to be what I refused before.”
“His wife,” put in Louisa. A faint shade of colour came into Mary’s face, but she answered firmly,
“Yes, though it would really be only to wait upon him, to nurse and comfort him. I feel all the more sure that I ought
to do it because”—here she sank her voice to a whisper—“I believe it was Mr. Acton that shot him, and you know how
tiresome he was at one time about me, at Ipswich and here. I am dreadfully afraid that was the reason. He did it because
he thought I liked Mr. Maitland best. There is another motive why I should do it. You are young—”
Louisa interrupted in a hard, sarcastic voice.
“Don't consider me in the question, please. You can scarcely imagine it would enter my head to force myself upon a
man who didn’t want me, under the pretext it was for his good.”
“Oh, Lulu,” said Mary, piteously, the tears rising to her eyes.
“That isn’t your case, I know; he would consider it a favour if you merely sat where he could look at you; but, my
dear child, how could you do such a thing?”
The bitterness died out of her voice. It had been a pang for a minute to realise that he would not care for any service
she might render him, but her generous, loyal nature triumphed. She said again, quietly and gently,
“How could you go to a man and offer to marry him?”
“But this is so different,” faltered Mary.
“Yes you think now that you are unhappy you will go and be a kind of sister of mercy, head nurse, and all that kind
of thing; that might answer perhaps, but—suppose he got well?”
“Dr. Martin says he can never recover.”
“How can he tell? Are doctors infallible? Look at Major Ross, they said they must amputate his leg or he would die,
and there he hops and skips about with his two legs as well as you or I. What should you say then to being his wife?
Wouldn’t you feel ashamed to think what you had done?”
The colour burnt in Mary’s cheeks.
“And do you think it would be right to go and marry a man, hoping every day he would not recover? And suppose
you met Tom Hayling?”
“It would make no difference to me,” she said, raising her head and meeting Louisa’s gaze quite steadily. “We
should both be married.”
“But supposing he were not?”
“Why should you suppose so many things? Why should Zoe die?” said Mary, impatiently.\fn{ Civil divorce, at this time,
was virtually unobtainable; only death, for all but the very wealthy, would free the other party to marry again:H}
“I did not mean that,” said Louisa, with emphasis. “I say supposing he had never married at all.”
For a minute Mary gazed speechless and wondering, the next she caught Louisa round the neck and nearly strangled
her.
“Oh, you dear Lulu! have you heard anything? Do you know anything? Isn’t it true about him? Tell me, tell me.
What makes you look like that? Ali, my dear, sweet Lulu, tell me at once.”
“Now, Mary,” said Louisa, solemnly, putting her hands on her sister’s shoulders and gazing intently into her eyes,
“do you mean to tell me that, feeling as you still do about Tom Hayling, it would be right for you to marry anyone else,
let him be ten times a cripple. This high-flown notion of self-sacrifice is absurd. I am sure mother would say so.”
Here Louisa’s voice gave way, and she rather broke down in her speech. She did not want to be harsh to her sister,
whose color, so vivid a minute ago, was fading out of her cheeks, and whose deep-set eyes had lost all their brightness.
“I wish I did know something,” she went on, full of remorse at having kindled such passionate hope for nothing. “I
said that, merely to prove to you that you were going to do a foolish thing. Don’t be vexed with me, dearest. I really
think you yourself would regret it. Still it was very noble, like your own sweet self, to think of it,” and she kissed the
pale face affectionately.
But Mary made no response.
“Only wait till mother comes home, Mary, my darling,” pleaded Louisa; “that would be only right, whatever you
do.”
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Mary took off her gloves and hat.
“I will wait,” she said, in a low voice, and went out of the room.
Directly the door had shut behind her, Louisa sat down and had a good cry. She was like the little novice,
For if there ever come a grief to me,
I cry my cry in silence and have done;
None knows it, and my tears have brought me good.

Then she wiped her eyes and took a sudden resolution. She would write to Tom Hayling.
Now this was not a light thing in her eyes. Mrs. Lamont had brought up her daughters very strictly. Her ideas of
propriety were old-fashioned, antiquated, nay, obsolete. In any case they were more fitted for the daughters of
duchesses than for the daughters of middle-class yeomen, where a greater ease of manners seems allowed; and for
these days, when all girls, whether high or low, have much freedom of intercourse with men, they were certainly
overstrained. However, Louisa felt she was taking a very bold step indeed.
Northup being one of those charming villages where the post-mistress knew everybody’s writing and everybody’s
business, she enclosed the letter in one to an old school-fellow in London.
“It will not delay it much,” she thought, “for it must go to town on its way.”
This daring deed done, she felt easier.
7
To return to Rowe.
When Charlie King found Tom working away at his studio, instead of going off by the train to England, he
was, as may be supposed, very much surprised. To silence his painful questions, and also in remembrance of his
kindly offices during his illness, Tom told him the reason of his change of plan. He never regretted doing so.
Charlie never by word or sign betrayed him to anyone else, and, as to himself, he had that instinct of benevolence
which warned him off the susceptibilities of others.
Idle and careless life might be, but he was nobody’s enemy but his own. He was not one of those who, as
Madame de Staël\fn{1766-1817, a French woman of letters} says,
Vont à travers les sentiments, comme s’ils marchaient sur des fleurs, en s’etonnant de les flétrir.\fn{Go through
feelings, as if they walked on flowers; by surprising them [they] wilt.}

On the contrary, he spared and shielded Tom in the most unobtrusive yet effectual way from the banter of
others.
For two days after Zoe had sent Tom the letter purporting to be from Ellen Stone, she was nearly ill with
anxiety. He had returned it without comment of any kind. Had he gone to England in spite of it, or had he
remained in Rome? Perhaps he was hurrying to Mary as fast as the express train would take him! If so all hope
was over. She had staked her last chance and had lost.
The doubt was making her ill. She passed two feverish, restless nights. Signora Perugia was for calling in the
doctor. Zoe smiled rather curiously.
“I know a remedy, cara\fn{My dear} Signora, but I have dreaded taking it. I will defer no longer.”
“That is right. Send the servant, she will get the prescription made up. You will prefer her to go to Sinimberghi’s.”
“I had better go myself.”
So Zoe and she dressed and went out. She went straight to the Via del Gesù. Old Pietro was sweeping out the
courtyard.
“Signor Hayling?” Sicuro, he still lodged there, but at the moment he was at his studio. Could he give a
message?
Zoe’s heart bounded with joy; she answered very quietly, but she could not control her colour. It came flushing
her to the eyes.
“No, thank you, I will send a note,” she said.
Old Pietro watched her away with an amused smile.
“Oho!” he thought, “that’s it is it? And I who thought him so indifferent to the young ladies. I have been
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mistaken, that’s all.”
That evening Tom had a pressing invitation to go to Signora Perugia’s, but he declined it. Zoe was disappointed, but not discouraged, and the next time he was invited Tom went. Zoe was charming; she looked well,
was dressed becomingly, and laid herself out to please him in every way.
“Does she not look handsome?” cried Signora Perugia, enthusiastically. “She is really delightful—not at all
English. Ah! excuse me, I mean no ill, but neither are you very British-looking. For my part, I love the English,
but they are—well, a little stiff—is it not true? But the Signorma Zoe, carina—carina! She looks better now, but a
week ago the poverina was quite ill. I wanted to have the doctor, but she laughed at my fears, and now indeed I
see she was right.”
Tom felt rebuked. In his own selfish grief he had not thought of Zoe. So she had been ill. Poor girl, she too
suffered, but how well she had behaved!
“Do not trouble their new-found joy,” she had said.
His heart ached for her. They were partners in sorrow. He went to her side, and was gentle, almost affectionate
to her the whole of the evening. Zoe was in raptures, but she subdued her manner to suit Tom, who, in spite of all
his efforts, was very grave and very silent.
The picture of Calpurnia and Cæsar was finished, and sent home for the academy. Rowe had settled down into
proper Lenten decorum after its little burst at mid-Lent, and the weather was so exquisite that both Tom and
Charlie packed up their easels, and went off into the country. Various circumstances had led to this move on their
parts, amongst them the behaviour of Giulietta, who was really getting rather troublesome.
“It is beyond a laughing matter now,” said Tom, “and yet it is very ridiculous. It is entirely the fault of those
chattering idiots at Vecchio’s, but one can’t say anything to the poor child, so we may as well try a little
villeygiatura. ‘Out of sight, out of mind,’ as the proverb says.
“Or, ‘absence makes the heart grow fonder,’ as saith the prophet Tupper. However, Giulietta is not the only
lovelorn damsel whose heart you will break by your coldness; there is another in the Via Rebecchino.”
Tom opened his eyes very wide.
“Yes; it is all very well to look astonished, but Zoedone is very far gone, I can tell you.”
“Really, Rex, I wish you wouldn’t talk such nonsense. It isn’t fair on the girl, and—”
“It isn’t fair on me,” interrupted Charlie.
“Didn’t I dance attendance, and trot her about to villas and galleries, and stand at her beck and call at dances
and the like, only to see her hop off to you whenever an occasion offered. However, I suppose I shall get over it.
One great consolation to me is to see little Viterbo scowling like a fiend whenever she speaks to you.”
“Allow me to congratulate you upon your imagination, my friend. I really think you would find the pen more
profitable than the brush. When those various pamphlets about uniforms, and the letter “H”, and the mixing of
colours are all finished, I advise you to try your hand at a three-volumer.”\fn{ A novel of sufficient size to be bound in
three volumes, very common in the Victorian Age}
“Your foolish prattle does not annoy me,” said Charlie, with a lofty wave of his hand. “Go on, go on, ‘ je suis
sûr de mon fait,’\fn{“I’m certain of my abilities”, as a free translation:H } as the French hath it. In the meantime, let us
enjoy life.”
So they went first to Tivoli, and spent a delightful time wandering about the rocky paths to the Grotto of
Neptune—gazing at the waterfall from the Siren’s Cave, and eating lunches by the lovely Temple of the Sibyl, at
the very edge of the precipice—sitting among the cypresses of the Villa d’Este, or pacing the enormous ruins of
Hadrian’s Villa in the plain below. They sketched and lazed about, their friends came out from Rome to see them,
and all kinds of excursions were the order of the day. Amongst others, to Subiaco, by the rocky mountain-path
which leads to that nest of monasteries, where the nobly-born St. Benedict fasted, prayed, and agonized to enter
Heaven, and where, as years rolled on, monks flocked from all parts of the world to live under his holy rule.
Above the smoke and stir of this dim spot which men call earth.

The way to the monasteries was lovely, shaded by the stately evergreen oaks, and the twisted, weird-looking
olives, while below burst into life all the delicate flowers of that sweet season: the tulip, with its blood-red bell—
the graceful hyacinth, white, and pink, and bluish-gray—the gorgeous anemones, crimson or violet—a rainbow
bordered road. Then the curious, interesting building of the monks, culminating in the sacred cave, and the
churches above it.
Here the friends reveled in beauty, and the soft air of spring, and in the historical associations of that mighty
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order which, in the Middle Ages, ruled the religious world. They made friends with the monks, and painted them
little pictures as keepsakes; they stood on the picturesque bridge which spans the Anio, swiftly flowing towards
Tivoli, as if eager to take its mighty leap.
Happy, peaceful days, which soothed and quieted Tom’s wounded spirit, musing among the silent monuments
of the past. What generations of monks and of pilgrims had come to that sacred spot torn with passions! the hot
blood beating strong with hope, or revenge, or ambition, or the multi-cravings of struggling humanity; some to
seek calm and repose in the cloisters, others to invoke the pardon of heaven for deeds of violence done, or its aid
to prosecute them anew.
All gone, all passed away!
What did their mighty designs and longings seem now? The very memory of them gone for the most part, their
feverish activity hushed into eternal peace, the cowl and the helmet long mouldered into dust.
And the young man, wounded in his deepest affections, felt the healing balm of his surroundings. His soul was
purified and strengthened, not to seek happiness, but the right, and to play his tiny short-lived part in the great
drama of humanity, that the grand, far-reaching designs of its Author should be fulfilled.
Who was he that he should exact love and joy as his inheritance by right? Nay, rather was it not his to work, to
carry into effect the noblest motto ever borne on princely shield, Ich dien\fn{I serve, the motto of the Prince of Wales }—
in truth, the motto of the King of Kings?
“I must work the works of Him that sent me while it is day; the night cometh when no man can work.” Again,
“I am among you as He that serveth.”
Subiaco was his “retreat.” The noisy, bartering, self-seeking world left behind, its foolish, gaudy pageants out
of sight, it was easier to keep his soul alive. To see things as they really are, it is sometimes necessary in the moral
world as in the physical, to view them from a height. Then the hills among which we live, and which we think so
fine and high, sink into their natural insignificance, and the grand peaks of God, which their green rounded sides
had eclipsed before, tower into the heavens. The dingy houses in our narrow street, which seemed so tall when we
walked the pavement, and which shut out all but a narrow strip of sky from our weary, straining eyes, seem hardly
raised above the earth in comparison with the gray cathedral towers.
Well for those who mount to see these distant views. Some never climb so high; but one day they too will
realise it. Though they never go and leave the world behind, the world at last will recede from them. As the mean
and trivial aims of existence which they thought so grand and colossal fade into their proper proportions, their
moral perspective will be corrected: but may it not be too late?
8
But to return to our young men.
In one of their ramblings among the hills, they found they had gone so far that it would be more convenient
to pass the night elsewhere than to return to their comfortable quarters at Tivoli. They hesi tated between
Palestrina and Frascati, but, though the distance was greater by some miles, they decided in favour of the latter
as familiar and more civilized.
The next morning, while rambling about outside the lovely little town, they came upon a deserted villa
which struck Tom’s fancy. The garden was neglected, the walks grass-grown, but, in its wild luxuriance, it was
more attractive than its trimly-kept neighbours. The large iron gate which formed the front entrance was locked.
The metal looked rusty, as if it had not been opened for years. Though the grounds were not large, there was an
air of mystery about the shady nooks and corners that was very attractive. Tom poked his nose through the iron
bars and stared like the veriest street urchin.
“How I should like to go in!” he said. Charlie King laughed.
“You wouldn’t find much if you did, I expect, a tumble-down place like that; but come round the corner. I
saw an old woman come out of a side-gate just now, and I believe it communicates with this garden.”
Charlie was right, and the gate was standing open. A little fat pug, with the supercilious expression of its
race—owing more to the conformation of the nose than to the moral character of the breed—was sniffing the
air at the entrance. He was evidently wondering if there was anything going on in the outside world worth the
trouble of waddling to see it. When he saw the young men he gave a few short, wheezy barks, but reflecting
that excitement had come to him without giving him the exertion of seeking it he accepted their advances
favourably, and accompanied them round the garden.
Tom had not been mistaken; the garden had been most skillfully planned, and its winding walks gave one an
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idea of great size. At one corner they came upon a Belvedere with a most exquisite view. The sparkling line of
the Mediterranean in the distance—the Eternal City lying in the lap of the undulating plain, with its grand dome
as it were brooding over it—the majestic range of Sabine Hills rising up to the right—the colour over all
changing like the tender hues of a pink opal.
The young men stood and gazed their fill; the pug lay panting at their feet. Presently a woman’s voice was
heard calling,
“Bino, Bino.”
The dog got up lazily; he did not seem disposed to leave his new friends. A stout, good-humoured-lookiug
person appeared, the same Charlie had seen before, evidently seeking the little animal.
The two young men rose to excuse themselves. They had been tempted by the beauty of the garden, the gate
stood open, etc. The woman smiled and showed her dazzling teeth. The Signori were very welcome. She was
glad if any strangers came. The place was going to rack and ruin. The owner did nothing to it now that he was
so old and infirm; he never came; but he would not sell it—oh! no.
Had he no children to live there, or relations to keep up the place? they asked. The villa was so beautifully
situated, it was a shame it should always be empty.
It was most true, she replied. The owner was a great nobleman, who had many other grand houses to go to.
He was very eccentric, too; her mother, who died last year (God rest her soul!), had often told her about him.
When he first married, he had brought his beautiful young wife there. They had been as happy as two children,
but in less than a year she had died. He was very young himself, and he seemed as if he could not believe it. He
was like a madman, her mother said, for she was here at the time. She came from England with her young lady.
“Was she English, then?”
“My mother? Yes, but not the young lady. She was Italian, though she had lived many years in England. Her
father was noble, but he had to fly from the Austrian soldiers, and I have heard that he lived in London, and
was very poor. Ah! I have seen much myself of such things, you may believe me. My mother married an Italian,
and I, her daughter, have done the same. We have always lived in this house, and when—”
“But what became of the young husband—when his wife died?”
“He went away—ever so far—over the sea. Not to England, no, but to visit strange countries, and he did not
come here for many, many years. We heard afterwards that he married a very grand lady, but she never came
here. Perhaps the house was not big enough. It is a pretty villa, though small. Would the gentlemen like to see
it?”
They accepted at once, for they were now quite interested in the story of the former occupants of the house.
The woman led the way, but as they neared the house she said,
“Perhaps the Signori would like to see the grave,” and she turned down a narrow side-walk. After a few
paces, this suddenly opened out into a green space. In the centre of it was a flat stone, surrounded by a narrow,
neatly-kept bed of lilies. They were now in full bloom, and the scent was powerful. At the head of the stone
was a marble cross, fresh and new, as if more recently put up; and at one corner of the tiny enclosure were
some fine cypresses. It was a lovely spot, peaceful yet bright.
“We always send him a bouquet of these lilies once every spring,” said the woman, “for, if he is not able to
come himself, he never fails to send his servant for them. We keep just this part of the grounds a little in order,
for he might come any day if he were well enough; but he pays no heed to the rest of the garden. The flat stone
was placed on her grave at the time of her death. He would have her buried here. The priest made some
objection; but money soon arranged everything. The cross was put up afterwards.”
They came nearer to look at the inscription. On the cross was nothing but a sculptured lily, broken at the
stem. On the stone, or rather marble slab, which had suffered more from wind and rain, were the words, deeply
cut in,
My darling sleeps.

Tom’s hands were full of flowers gathered on the way. He laid them at the foot of the cross as an homage to
the love and sorrow of this romance which had happened so long ago. Then they turned and followed the
woman into the house.
“It has never been altered,” she said. “The furniture is just the same; the books that lie about were hers, and
her clothes are spoiling upstairs. He would never have them touched. I used to say it was a wicked waste, for
many stuffs were rich and beautiful, and might as well have been worn by the living as rot away in honour of
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the dead. But my mother did not like to hear me say so, and indeed we had no cause to complain, for this house
has been a home to us for many years. I begin to wonder what will happen when the master dies, for he cannot
live many years longer. Patience, we must leave that to God and the blessed saints.”
They were now wandering through the rooms, faint with the musty smell inseparable from unused places,
though the shutters were open and the sun streaming brightly in. A harp, shrouded in a linen covering, stood in
a corner of the room, and books lay about on all the tables, some English, some Italian. The Lake Poets\fn{ Socalled because they all lived in the Lake District in England at the turn of the 19 th century; they are considered part of the Romantic
Movement:W/H} were well represented, though Wordsworth and Southey looked new and fresh in their gold

bindings, as if but little read, whereas Coleridge was worn and shabby, like an old friend. There was Shelley’s
Alastor and Childe Harold, with one of the pages bent back as if just laid down.
There was a quaintly-carved bookcase filled with the classics of the two languages, Milton, Shakespeare,
Dante, Tasso, etc.; and, standing by it, an embroidery frame with the wools still hanging from the unfinished
design. A little workbasket of the fanciful kind one still buys in Fiesole was open, and a pair of dainty baby’s
shoes on the top. Tom took up the soft woolly things though it seemed an intrusion on the tender home secrets
of the young thing dead so long ago. Underneath lay a volume of Waverley, with a note left in to mark the
place. The woman, who was talking to Charlie at the other end of the room, looked round uneasily.
“The Signor will be sure to leave all things as he found them,” she said.
“Certainly,” answered Tom, feeling a little guilty. “Perhaps I ought not to have touched it.”
As he replaced the book, the note fell out. It was addressed to “George Edward Ridsdale, Esq.” The names
were not uncommon, but together, and placed in that order! Surely it could be no other than the late Rector of
Northup; he had been abroad when young, Tom knew.
The paper had opened as it fell. When Tom picked it up he could not help seeing the first few words,
Dear Ridsdale, Clelia is ill.

That name also struck him. Could it be that by chance he was stumbling on the solution of the enigma that
had puzzled him so long. He looked at the first page of Waverley, but it was blank. He open ed an Italian book
lying near.
Clelia Giulia Taldini, 1816.

He shut it again. After all Clelia is a common Roman name.
“I cannot show you the poor young lady’s portrait,” the woman was saying to Charlie; “the Marchese took
them all away; but I can show you his.”
“The Marchese” cried Tom. “Was he English?”
“Sicuro, certainly.”
“Marquis of Dorset?”
“Già, già, just so,” she said. “Eccolò, here he is,” and she opened a small leather case containing a
miniature.
It was a highly-finished portrait on ivory, representing a handsome young man in the style and dress of the
Regency,\fn{In the United Kingdom, the period when George III was deemed unfit to rule and his son ruled as his Regent (18111820)} but without the slightest resemblance to Lord Dorset as he was known to them.
“He was not Marchese then,” she said, “but Lord—Lord—non mi ricordo più.”\fn{“I can not remember”}
“Staghurst?” suggested Tom, while Charlie listened wonderingly.
“I think that is the name; but it is a difficult one to remember. Perhaps the gentleman is a friend or relation?”
She spoke more respectfully, but with less cordiality. Could it be they were come to take her unawares? Toni
smiled.
“Far from that, I assure you. I am only a poor painter; but I know the Mar quis of Dorset, as indeed everyone
does in Rome.”
“To think there should be such a sad romance connected with his youth!” said Charlie, who was eager to
hear wore.
Tom was now anxious to get away. The intrusion seemed far worse now that he knew something of the
owner, and all the way home he was silent and preoccupied. Charlie was full of remark, wonder, and speculation, but Tom, if he had any opinions on the subject, kept them to himself. …
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Bahamas (M) 18
1
I endeavor to share some thoughts here, found in lectures from a set of Commentaries that arose whilst
teaching at George Mason University. I have been unfair to you here, throwing you into the deep end of some
philosophical question that you might think through the background principles and pathways which gives life to
the ways of living we have discussed so far. These lectures—as the one preceding—are meant to crystallize the
principles they address, and are not meant to answer, but to raise questions which are left to the reader to answer.
In paraphrase of Henry Edward Manning: “Gratitude consist[s] in a watchful, minute attention to the
particulars of our state … taken one by one.”
This phrase begins our examination of the principle of gratitude; the central, most important principle in any
human relationship. We must consider that statement and gratitude itself in several respects which may appear
daunting, yet they are necessary. This care and watchfulness of which Manning has spoken—taken one-by-one—
requires the utmost sense of obligation and a spirit of generosity. The question is which comes first, the act for
which gratitude is a proper response or the disposition of generosity from which gratitude may emerge? How shall
we constitute ourselves for this question of gratitude when so much depends upon it, and so much care must be
taken for it, and when, in point of fact, we already assume ourselves to have full knowledge of it?
Our general conception of gratitude is formed in the context of the gift; a thing or benefit given, in response to
which we are obliged to show or speak an appreciation. In this respect gratitude is taken to be a cycle of manners.
But can that be what we are called upon to give “minute attention to”, to manners? Undoubtedly, good parents
insist upon this, but here, we are speaking about that which lies beyond the hospitality of manners; aimed at
something capable of an inherent ethical authenticity.
I aim here at giving you the obligations of gratitude derived from and as a source of ethics. The difficulty of
gratitude in response to a gift, is that we cannot know the extent of the gift; that is to say, we cannot know or
imagine the birth of the gift; the origins or depths from which it springs. This is as true for the receiver as it is for
the giver. Manning calls upon us for this reason to be attentive. As such, even gratitude in direct response to the
gift must possess the depth of origin of the gift itself; in fact rendering itself a gift in its own right. Gratitude in
this sense must arrive at an originality, an authenticity which is capable of instructing both its giver and receiver.
However, we cannot know at times when, if or what gift has been given (what Jacque Derrida calls “the moment
of the gift”). As such, even at our most attentive we cannot know—or even know whether we are aware most of
the time—of the moment of the gift, or when gratitude is required.
For some persons, this appears an unbearable situation, and for others an impossible one in which we are
constantly entrapped by limitations of the human being’s incapacity for perfect knowledge. If we cannot know
when a gift is being given, how shall we know when gratitude is required? Yet further, how can we be responsible
in the sense of being obligated when we are unaware of the moment of the gift?
Mankind, particularly in our epoch has little patience with these apparent abstractions. One can hear the voice
of ordinary reason—the voice of everydayness—saying, I am grateful when I receive a gift or an intangible
benefit. I cannot concern myself, the voice may say, with such gifts as may have been given, of which I am
unaware, or to press my gratitude to the point that it too becomes a gift and yet do so without thinking myself to
have compensated the giver of the gift at all.
If however, we are to avoid cynicism this is precisely what we must do, and do so under a conception of
gratitude which is beyond our immediate reaction to the moment of the gift. [I say this in particular, given the
subject of this little book, since in the context—perhaps vortex—of parentage, the gifts are so numerous, and so
various as not to be accountable to an equal accounting of gratitude.]
Our misconception is that any gift is accountable as such. However, we shall not be able to initiate an authentic
gift of gratitude to parents if our conception of gratitude is that it is accountable to an obvious gift. I know that
takes some reflection. The difficulty is that the sheer number of gifts given means that our gifts in gratitude must
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be universal, and must reflect a fundamental faith; which is no less than a gift itself
An essential value of gratitude is that to the attentive, honest, interested person, it is capable of teaching and
promoting the reformation of character and conduct—without prior experience—as a form of thinking. As an
epistemology we have said, the act of gratitude shows that we do not—and cannot—know the extents of the
kindness shown to us, nor do we know—and maybe cannot know—our dependence on such kindness in the
future. The compensatory logic … or the usefulness of gratitude from a strategic point of view therefore, is the
“goodwill” it creates and extends, which is a surety in a world of uncertainty.
In such a world, never certain what good is being done in our favour, we are also unaware of the hidden costs
of such doings. And whilst this gratitude of which I speak is in part an expression concerning how we feel about
that which is done in our favour, suffice to say in addition, that since what is done is our favour is not always
immediately understood as such, we must develop a more subtle conception of gratitude as a mechanism of
reflection—or as I shall speak of here—as a “self-teaching tool.”
Between what is done in our favour, and our capacity—at any given time—to recognize it as such is an entire
moral universe. That is all we will have to “go on”—at times—when others do that which may be in our favour.
This calls for a sort of faith; a faith, which, if it is possible is the highest form of gratitude that can be accessed
only through a reflection of our own desire for others to have, and to exercise this faith in us. This is the reciprocal
character of gratitude.
I regret the complexity of this point. However, it should imply how difficult it is to gain a proper conception of
these central principles of an approach to life. There are clear benefits to this approach. If we operate instinctively
from the goodwill we derive when others extend themselves to us [the sort I tried to teach Devonte], when we
stumble or make mistakes, the contra-positive effect of this gratitude begins to operate in our favour as well. [For
example, in the Trajan Langdon story, that young man, in gratitude for all he was given, was gracious actively to
his coach and teammates. The “active grace” was returned to Mr. Langdon when he made a costly mistake]. I do
not say here that gratitude is an insurance policy against blame. However, even as a cycle gifts, it does operate as
a moderator of the consequences of that human failure to which we are all susceptible.
As part of our preliminary discussions here, we must consider the idea of a self-teaching tool. Western
Christendom recognizes and advances a self-teaching principle in the command: “Do unto others, as we will have
ourselves done unto.” This statement alone encapsulates the care Manning cautions us to practice as it were; to
live minute to minute. What is most prominent in the command above is the epistemology of the second part of
the sentence: which assumes that we know how we will have ourselves done unto. Can this serve as a guide to the
depths of origin from which gratitude must come? And if it does, will it not serve as a means of teaching us to
reflect upon ourselves in our gifts to others? What if the care which Manning speaks of, the attention we are
instructed to exercise, is to be exercised first upon ourselves; since that is the means by which we can gain some
understanding of what we would have others do unto us?
This instructive self-referencing or self-teaching approach is also found in Thomas Hobbes’ reciprocal logic
for peace amongst mankind: in the first of his laws of nature Hobbes says that “every man ought to endeavour
peace, as far as he has hope of obtaining it.” Derrida argues—I think rightly—that this which both lays down the
universal principle that persons should seek peace and recognizes that the pursuit of peace is based on
individualized hope. This “hope” which is felt toward the desire for peace, according to Hobbes, must serve as a
guide to those that hope by which the very possibility of peace is made probable.
Michel Foucault puts the matter in the form of a profound question, paraphrased here: “if you wish to change
the world, or wish for better relationships, what are you willing to sacrifice for any of these things, before
anything is asked of anyone else and before any other decision is made?” What follows from such a shocking
question—shocking in the sense that we do not think in its terms—is that the first impulse to a demand made
upon others, requires prior demands of ourselves.
There is an even deeper reflection, since I cannot be certain that we are attuned to what we will have done unto
ourselves in any circumstance. Does this mean then that we are being called upon to keep a constant reflection;
indeed most nearly, as investigation into ourselves? And what about the capacity of others? If we will do unto
them, only what we will have them do unto us, will we have them done what is in their capacity or what we want
done unto us in disregard of questions concerning capacity? [For example, shall we treat our parents as we shall
like to be treated, and do we know how we like to be treated, or do we require of our parents on what they are in
capacity to render?] I am not minded to choose amongst these myriad of possibilities. [I leave it to the reader to
navigate these shoals, as a means of beginning to give the attentions which Manning has called for.]
Almost all civilizations recognize the development of self-teaching tools as the most significant confirmation
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of character development. For instance, the Ancient Chinese referred to their curriculum for this development as
the Doctrine of the Mean. The pre-Socratic Greeks would have argued such a tool in the concept of the apoira; a
very subtle concept concerning how things in nature (and generally in life) are interconnected and, as such,
depend upon one another. [This is the point I am at pains to emphasize … a critical interdependence … the
realization and recognition of which is the basis of the concept of responsibility that runs through this book.] Our
maturation itself hinges on developing these self-teaching tools at the heart of which is a capacity for reflection or
self-criticism and honesty.
Hegel gives us some of the implications of this in his “Early Lectures on Religion”. In those works Hegel was
concerned with questions of conscience; which is the incubus of an attention to oneself. Gratitude is an act of
conscience—or tending to one’s self—since there are no hard rules on demonstrations of gratitude from one
person to another, and since—as Manning has implied—our care in exhibiting gratitude must be unrelenting. In
Hegel’s conception the mature conscience is one that uses its own experience and self-reflection as a selfinstructing mechanism; one that uses its own desires as a means of limiting itself on infringing the desires of
others; one that cultivates its approach to its duties, by going beyond the call of duty.
[That is,\fn{The text has: this is:H} Hegel’s concept of conscience should prevent us doing what we discovered in
our questions concerning our gratitude toward parents earlier. In the case of our discussions, Hegel would say we
have little chance of improving our world if we can routinely ignore the good our parents have done for us,
because he believed that “bad” acts influenced the world’s culture, and made human beings cynical defensively;
or cynical in anticipation of being taken advantage of. Our approach agrees with Hegel, save that we have been
saying that our routine—as children—of ignoring what parents have given us is not only acculturating—and so
influential to that which undermines goodwill—but it means that we ourselves lose the capacity and skill to show
that generosity necessary to influence the development of an impulse to do good in our homes, communities and
country.]
Let us be sure that we have got the idea in hand: Gratitude is not merely the thus or so of an expressed “thank
you” in receipt of a gift or an act of kindness. Gratitude is also an act of faith which anticipates the good, or the
value of those whose behaviour and generosity gives us reason to expect good from them. Parents are such
persons. And if we learn to show gratitude in respect of parents, it may lead us into developing the skill and
instinct to cultivate this exchange as an assault upon cynicism which is the result of a faithlessness in others. This
faithlessness and cynicism threatens to undermine our homes, our communities and our nations. The self-teaching
impetus of gratitude as described here may prove an antidote to this.
I mean—in part—to show that the absence of a more profound process of gratitude means the receipt of a gift
is less of a self-teaching situation than it can be. I know that this may seem somewhat over-burdensome. But we
speak here concerning the treatment of others; of what use our lives and the ordinary events therein are to the
discovery of extraordinary lessons. In point of fact, gratitude, as a spirit of grace is a most difficult process,
requiring the most subtle honesty of all the virtues.
It is also the first virtue to die in a culture in which insincerity and selfishness become concepts of life. We
must either reject or reform the ordinary impression of gratitude as reciprocity or mutuality … since they are
barely necessary, profoundly insufficient conditions for a true spirit of grace.
My object here has been to show how and not by, but through what actions is the thought to be counted. To
show, for instance, that to be the recipient of a gift is to occupy the highest position of duty because one has to
give a gift which is original and authentic which is not an attempt at repayment for the gift for which this duty is a
response. In such a position one is under a personal and cosmic responsibility to observe the spirit and condition
under which the gift is given, whilst remaining disposed to discovering that the gift itself may not be that which is
obvious or—in a manner of speaking—meets the eye.
Here is what is being said: when—even in everyday experience—we find routinely, that our spirit of grace—
whether we are parents, or friends, or even teammates—is not returned, we eventually find it more and more
difficult to give graciously; since such giving—though not the material thing given—is in part sustained by an
equal spirit of grace in the recipient that is nonetheless original. In what is now Nigeria, wise elders amongst the
precolonial Yoruba used to refer to this process as being the father and son of one another; giving birth to, and
being born of one another. Without this process, we will find soon our subtler spirits corrupted; for we cannot
always be what we must be unless others are as they ought to be.
2
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Duties are what must be made manifest. I mean by that, duties which one has accepted are not open to
speculation by oneself, or to anything which gives aid to speculation. In our present time, there [is] a currency of a
“relative” concept of duty. I mean by that that, in large part, our age appears to have taken the position that duty
itself depends upon one’s personality. That is, we seem, now, to determine our duties depending upon our feelings.
A duty is distinct from an obligation in that the former can be made precise. There is an economy of logic in
the proffering of a duty; which logic will not adhere to the forces of obligation. You may perceive that I have
spoken mysteriously concerning obligation. A slight perusal of the last lecture will explain why. An obligation
may arise without one’s knowing, like an overlooked bill or a responsibility in respect of a thing or person
unbeknownst to oneself. Moreso, endless obligations are inherent in relationships of every kind. Duties are more
specific. They must be undertaken, chosen, whether or not an obligation attached before the duty was assumed.
Clearly, this is burdensome, in a manner of speaking. I return to the issue of human epistemology; to the
limitations of the human capacity to know. The conundrum is that when we assume a duty, we assume that which
is certain, specific and expressible in a world, an existence that is not. As such, every instance of the assumption
of a duty is a call to go beyond the call of duty; since the only value of duties is in the fulfillment thereof; whether
in success or failure. There is nothing of substance in the mere assumption of a duty. Fulfillment is the thing. And
since we cannot know aforehand what we must compel in the fulfillment of our duties, we are already poised to
act beyond the call of duty, at the instance of the assumption of the merest duty.
We may speak in this way as well: duties compel sacrifices, obligations compel sufferings. The former are
matters of choice, the latter are matters of fact (or what Martin Heidegger has called “facticity”). This thought is
somewhat dramatic, but aims in the right direction. (To put the matter even more dramatically, obligations are
extant, and draw\fn{The text has: draws:H} us into a relationship with impossibility, whilst keeping us continually
obliged. This ought not be a cause of fear, as it must be so with mankind. It is the nature of things.)
I fear that we shall not escape further consideration of obligations and duties, since they “come to a head” in
the operations of a life lived or approached in their terms. Obligations we have said—if somewhat cryptically—is
a courting of impossibility, and relationship with infinity; both of origin and of decline. I mean by that that
obligation is with us, without our choosing, eternally. Duties are chosen, though in law there are such duties as are
imposed. But that is a faction of law, rather than something which arises out of existence. Obligations do not alter
across cultural lines. Duties do however, depending upon the culture one inhabits from place to place over time.
There is a problem however, owing to paradox: that obligation which is absolute may call upon one who has
assumed a duty to transgress that duty in the name of obligation. As such, a soldier in war feels compelled to leave
his post to return to a dying mother or relative, for example. The problem is that the introduction to this paradox is
always shocking. Parents cannot prepare us for it, since they must or often confine themselves to imparting the
ethics of fulfilling duties. Yet, one has not arrived at the level of an individual or responsible adult until one knows
the difficulty of such a paradox. In The Gift of Death—a book by Jacques Derrida which deals with the
impossibility of gifts—he argues that in the instant of contradiction and paradox one truly assumes absolute
responsibility for one’s own action.
The concepts of responsibility, of decision, or of duty, are condemned a priori to paradox, scandal, and aporia.\fn{A Greek
term indicating a state of mind permanently inclined to doubt:H} Paradox, scandal, and aporia are themselves nothing other than
sacrifice, the revelation of conceptual thinking at its limit, at its death and finitude.

This is still more dramatic than we have been so far. But these sentiments delineate the narrows in which our
attempts at a life of obligations and assumed duties meet a cross-roads; which forces upon us nothing more radical
or as radical as the need to think. In this way, we are returned to Aristotle, who cautioned us in the Ethics that no
virtue lies in that which is done by force or habit. Yet, the absence of force or habit is not the absence of difficulty,
or of the responsibility of responsibility. What this means is that responsibility means work.
Our regard for duties may be seen through the prism of our response to failures of duty. Adam and Macbeth
blamed the woman. However, duties as such are always poised for failure. Again, this is no cause for fear and
trembling, but rather requires attention and care—such as Manning asked of us—so that in the pursuit of
fulfillment of our duties, we are again brought into thinking. This thinking I have mentioned a few times now;
which mean nothing less than what is required to determine what we hope for ourselves, as a means of deciding
upon our actions towards others. And so it must be that thinking, and bringing into thinkability what was
unthought is inherent in every fulfillment of duty.
To see quite into this proposition it is essential to recall the mystery to which I referred earlier. If duties are
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certain and specific and obligations are absolute, both must nonetheless be acted upon in the same context of
existence. The paradox of the fulfillment of duties themselves, and the impossibility or infinity of obligations
impose upon us a call to thinking, to reflection. They compel an inner life—as Tolstoi put it—demanding of us a
condition of conscience prior to all actions, to all commands, that we first represent what we ask of others. This
condition is a capacity limited to humankind amongst living things, and is arrived at only through thinking.
Is it the case following the above that a failure of duty is really a failure of thinking? The law may provide us
some guidance in this particular. To what extent in our ordinary lives do we confess to recklessness or negligence
in the failure of a duty? In law there is a distinction between liability from proof and strict liability. These are
called in general objective and subjective tests. If one is reckless or negligent in having done an act, the law will
not accept that such a person has in general made a mistake. This since recklessness and negligence are breaches
of duties and so not in the opinion or power of an individual to decide that he or she has made a mistake.\fn{ A note
reads: This opens an important discussion, because there are times when one’s own judgment says that no mistake has been made and no
duty breached … times when in spite of such a judgment that world responds “no”; arguing, instead, that you are wanting. Antigone was
somewhat in this position, as was Socrates. This is the “absolute responsibility” of which Derrida has spoken which runs headlong into
duty, and in which one is necessarily alone.} This throws up several considerations:

1. That we are aware of the duties we breath as result of recklessness and or negligence;
2. That we were reckless and or negligent because it was within our competence to avoid the act done or the
damage resulting therefrom;
3. That in misdiagnosing recklessness and negligence as a mistake we are reckless and negligent as to the
underlying character flaws which may have created or contributed to the problems.
Let me turn now to another sort of explanation for failure which appears today to turn upon question of
personality. We seem in this connection to talk of failure of duties as a sort [of] personality option whose strongest
compellation is whether it meets with our own personal style. I will insist in these paragraphs that this attitude is
in error. Consider the obedience to stop-signs or red-lights or other driving guidelines. The duty towards these
things comes into being externally, and as such, clearly, they owe nothing to personality. Failure to follow these
rules will result in consequences which we are not prepared to live with, and so following these rules is as much
for others, fundamentally, as for ourselves. It is of some interest to me that we do not conceive our ethical duties
in like manner. The most important motivating factor here is then, not some internal convenience. It is instead a
responsibility to an external expectation in others—whom we shall like to have believe in our statements and the
affections they express.
Therefore, like the colour of one’s car, one may choose how to express one’s affections for a friend, but one’s
duty to preserve the expectations such expressions create is normative, and not a matter of preference.\fn{ A note
reads: There are long and complex philosophical arguments about “primary” and “secondary” choices. That is, if you choose to follow
through on a duty, some thinkers say you did so as a “matter of choice”. I do not deny that this involves choosing, but I hold that choice as
secondary. I do so because the assumption of the duty already involved a choice in which following the duty was implicit. Let me put the
matter another way. If I say “I will always be true to you”, at the time of my saying so, I do not know what instances will arise in which I
shall have to maintain this promise. The very value of the promise involves the unpredictability of the future conditions in which the
promise is to be maintained. As such, when one of those future, unforseen events arise which makes my promise difficult to keep, morally,
my duty has already been chosen and any other choice is a secondary. (Moreover, I believe it would be unconscionable to ask the person to
whom the first promise was made to assist me in such a secondary choice.) }

3
There are people who cannot explain the principles written here. Yet, when they examine their thoughts and
actions, they will have found that we have described their every impulse and attitude. No principle shows this
possibility moreso than that of apology. We shall however, examine as our exemplary model, Dante’s apology to
Beatrice in the Paradisio of his Divina Commedia, the greatest Christian poem ever penned (canto XXXXXXIII).\fn{Below is the text of cantos 30-33 of the Paradise section of the Divine Comedy, which Dante Alighieri (c.1265-1321)
seems to have finished within a year or so of his death. (W says that Paradisio may have been published posthumously.) My copy is that
translated into blank verse by Louis Biancolli (New York, Washington Square Press, 1966). In the interests of clarity, I have chosen to
separate quoted from unquoted passages, from what otherwise presents itself as in intimidating columnar mass, in such a form perhaps
more exhausting to decipher than would otherwise be the case. I have further reduced the size of its typeface, because it is part of this
footnote, and not of the author’s text:H}
XXX (30)
Perhaps six thousand miles away, the hour
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Of noon is glowing, and this world already
Bends its shadow as to a level bed,
When the middle of the sky—so deep to us—
Begins to change so much, that some stars
No longer can be seen from this far down.
And as the brightest of the sun’s handmaidens
Comes ever nearer, so does the sky shut off
Sight after sight, up to the loveliest.
Not otherwise the triumphing that always
Frolics round the point that overcame me,
Seeming enclosed in that which it encloses,
Little by little faded from my sight—
Till I felt compelled by love and not seeing
Anything to turn my eyes to Beatrice.
If what has up to now been said of her
Were all contained in one utterance of praise,
It would do little justice to the moment.
Not only is the beauty that I saw
Immeasurably beyond us, but I am convinced
That only its Maker enjoys it fully.
I admit myself defeated at this point
More than any tragic or comic poet
Was ever overpowered by his theme.
For like sunlight in the eyes that tremble most,
So the recollection of that sweet smile
Dispossesses my mind of its very self.
From the first day that I saw her face
In this life, up to that sight of her, the course
Of my song was never interrupted.
But now I must desist from pursuing
Her loveliness further in my poetry,
As must all artists before the ultimate.
And she whom I now leave to a larger praise
Than that of my own trumpet, which is bringing
Its arduous material to a close,
With the voice and gesture of a skillful guide,
Began again:
“We have left the largest body
And come into the heaven of pure light—
Intellectual light that is full of love,
Love of truth that is replete with happiness,
Happiness transcending every sweetness.
Here you shall see one and the other army
Of Paradise, one in the very form
That you shall behold at the last judgment.”
The way a sudden flash of lightning so
Disarrays our sense of sight as to deprive
The eye of even the strongest images,
Thus did a vivid light go spinning round me,
Leaving me so enveloped in the garment
Of its radiance that I saw nothing.
“The love that satisfies Heaven always
Gathers to itself with such a greeting,
To predispose the candle for its flame.”
These few words had no sooner made their way
Into my mind than I realized that I
Was now transcending my own faculties,
And was inflamed again with such new vision
That there is no light, however bright, that
My eyes would not have been able to withstand.
And I saw a light shaped like a river,
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Golden in its brilliance, between two banks
Painted with the marvels of the spring.
Living sparks issuing from this river
Settled on the flowers on every side
And looked like rubies ringed around with gold.
Then, as if drunk with all the fragrances,
They plunged once more into the wondrous torrent,
And, as one of them went in, one came out.
“The profound desire that inflames and
Presses you to understand what you see
Pleases me the more the greater it becomes.
But you must drink of this water first
Before you satisfy so great a thirst.”
That was said to me by the sun of my eyes,
Adding:
“The river and the topazes that
Go in and come out, and the grasses’ smiling,
Are prefatory shadows of their truth.
Not that these things are unready in themselves;
Rather, the deficiency is on your part,
For you do not yet have eyes that see so high.”
No infant ever swooped down so suddenly,
With his face turned towards his milk—when
Awakened much later than his usual time—
As I did to make still better mirrors
Of my eyes, while stooping to the current,
Which overflows that we may all be better.
No sooner had the eaves of my eyelids
Imbibed of it than it seemed to me that
What was its length had become something round.
Then—as people who have been under masks
Look other than they did, when they remove
The face that is not theirs in which they vanished—
The flowers and the sparks now changed for me
Into a larger festival, until
I could see both courts of Heaven before me.
O splendor of God through which I beheld
The sublime triumph of the realm of truth,
Give me the power to tell what I beheld!
There is a light up in Heaven that makes
The Creator visible to that creature
Who has peace only in the sight of him.
And in the figure of a circle
It extends so far that its circumference
Would be too large a girdle for the sun.
Its surface is made up of rays reflected
From the summit of the Primum Mobile,\fn{In classical, medieval and Renaissance astronomy, the outermost moving sphere in the geocentric model of the
universe; the (Latin) expression means “first moved”}
Which derives from it its life and power.
And as a slope is mirrored in the water
At its foot, as if to see itself decked out
When it is wealthiest in grass and flowers,
So I saw mirroring themselves above that light,
Round and round in more than a thousand tiers,
As many of us as have returned up there.
And if the very lowest part gathers
Such great light to itself, think of the vastness
Of this rose in its ultimate petals.
My eyes were not at all confused by that
Immensity and altitude, but grasped
All of that rejoicing and what it was.
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Near and far, there, neither add nor take away,
For where God without intermediary
Governs, natural law does not apply.
Into the yellow of the eternal rose
That spreads and rises and gives off the scent
Of praise to the sun that makes it always spring,
Beatrice drew me, like someone who is
Silent and would speak, and said:
“Look—
How large is the assembly of the white robes!
See how far around our city goes;
See how our benches are so occupied
That not many people are expected now.
In that great chair on which your eyes are fastened,
Because a crown is already set there,
Before you yourself dine at this wedding,
There shall sit the soul—soon imperial on earth—
Of the great Henry\fn{ Henry VII (1275-1313) whom Dante praises for his efforts to restore the authority of the Holy Roman Empire in
northern Italy } who will come to raise up
Italy before she is prepared for it.
Blind greed, which holds you in an evil spell,
Has made you like a little child that is dying
Of hunger and chases the nurse away.
For the prefect of the sacred court shall
Then be a man who, openly or secretly,
Will not walk along the same road with him.
But not for long will God tolerate him
In the sacred office, for he shall be hurled
Where Simon Magus has what he deserves,
And push him of Anagni further down.”\fn{ A reference to the so-called “Outrage of Anagni”, in which Pope Clement VIII was imprisoned
for three days without food or water by agents of the French king, Philip IV, for arrogating to the Papacy absolute supremacy over secular
authority—a policy which Dante opposed in the cause of Italian unity under the Imperial government:H }

XXXI (31)
And thus it was that the sacred army, which,
In the shedding of his blood, Christ made his bride,
Appeared to me in the figure of a rose.
But the other army, which, as it flies,
Sees and sings the glory of him it loves
And the goodness that brought it into being,
Like a swarm of bees that at one moment
Are enflowered and at the next return
To where their work is made delicious,
Descended into the huge flower arrayed
With all those leaves, and then came up again
To where its love eternally sojourns.
They had faces that were all of living flame,
And wings of gold, and all the rest so white,
There is no snow that could compare with it.
When, tier by tier, they sank into the flower,
They made offerings of the peace and ardor
That they garnered from the fanning of their wings.
Nor did the presence of such a multitude
In flight, between the flower and the space
Above it, obstruct the splendor and the sight.
For the divine light penetrates through the
Universe in proportion to its worth,
And nothing is an obstacle to it.
This confident and jubilant kingdom,
So numerous in new and ancient peoples,
Had all its sight and love upon one object.
O trinity of light, which, from one star that
Sparkles in their eyes, so becalms them,
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Gaze down upon our tempest here below!
If the barbarians, coming from those shores
That are covered every day by Helice,\fn{ Whom Zeus made into the constellation of stars known as Ursa Major }
Revolving with her son, whom she adores,
Were left stupefied by the sight of Rome
And her arduous works, when the Lateran
Rose high above all other mortal things—
What stupor must have overtaken me,
To have come from the human to the godly,
To have come to the infinite from time,
And from Florence to a just and stable people.
The truth is, between my stupor and my joy
I was glad not to hear, and to be silent.
And like a pilgrim who refreshes himself
In contemplation at the temple of his vow
And hopes soon to be telling how it looked,
While passing through that living light
I directed my eyes along the tiers,
Now up, now down, now looking round and round.
I saw many faces sweet with love,
Graced by another’s light and their own smile,
And gestures adorned with every goodness.
By now my look had wholly taken in
The general design of Paradise,
But on no part had my eyes yet settled.
And with desire once again aroused,
I turned around to ask my lady about
Some things my mind was still unsure of.
I meant one thing, and another responded.
I thought to see Beatrice, and saw instead
An old man dressed as the glorious people dress.
His eyes and cheeks were suffused with a benign
Happiness. His expression was the kind one
Appropriate to a tender father.
“Where is she?” I said at once, and he replied:
“To bring your desire to fulfillment,
Beatrice has summoned me from my place;
And, if you glance up at the third row from the
Highest tier, you will see her once again
Upon the throne her merit destined for her.”
Without giving a reply, I raised my eyes,
And I saw her fashioning herself a crown
Of the eternal rays reflecting from her.
From that region where it thunders highest
No mortal eye is at such a distance,
Though it be buried far below the sea,
As was my sight from Beatrice in Heaven.
Yet that had no effect, for her image reached
Down to me unblurred by anything between.
“O lady in whom my hope thrives forever
And who for the salvation of my soul
Suffered your footprints to be left in Hell—
Because of your power and your goodness
I now recognize the grace and attributes
Of all the many things I have beheld.
You have brought me from enslavement to liberty
By all the paths and all the means at your
Disposal to accomplish it.
Let your beneficence watch over me,
That my soul, which you have made complete, will be
Pleasing to you when it leaves my body.”
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Such was my prayer, and she who was as far
As she appeared to be, smiled and looked at me
And then turned back to the eternal fountain.
And the saintly old man said:
“That you may
Bring your journey to complete fruition—
For which prayer and sacred love have sent me—
Fly about this garden with your eyes,
For looking at it will adjust your sight
The better to ascend the ray of God.
And the Queen of Heaven, for whom I glow
All over with love, will show us every grace,
Because I am her devoted Bernard.”
Like that man, perhaps from Croatia, who comes
To look at our Veronica and, because
Of an old hunger, cannot have enough,
But keeps saying to himself while it is shown:
“My Lord Jesus Christ and the true God,
Was this really what your face was like?”
Another such was I, as I kept staring
At the living light of him who, in this world,
Through contemplation, tasted of that peace.
“O son of grace, this joyous state of being,”
He began, “will not be known to you if you
Only keep your eyes fixed on the bottom here.
But look up at the circles as far as
The most distant, till you see seated the Queen
To whom this realm is subject and devoted.”
I raised my eyes, and just as at morning
The eastern part of the horizon outshines
That part where the sun is going down,
So, as if going up a mountain from
The valley, I saw at the furthest point
A place exceeding the whole rim in light.
And just as that place is most aflame where
Phaëton’s ill-driven chariot is awaited,
And light recedes on every other side,
So, in the center, that oriflamme of peace
Grew brighter and brighter, while all around,
In equal measure, its glow diminished.
And in that center, with their wings spread out,
I saw more than a thousand angels, each with
Its own glow and attribute, celebrating.
And I saw smiling there, in their games and
In their songs, a loveliness that was a joy
In the eyes of all the other saints.
And if I were as opulent of speech
As of imagination, I would not dare
To suggest the smallest fraction of her charm.
When St. Bernard saw my eyes eagerly
Concentrating on the fire of his fire,
He turned his own eyes to her with such love that
He made mine burn even more to look again.
XXXII (32)
Engaged in what delighted him, that saint of
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Contemplation gladly assumed the role of
Teacher, beginning with these sacred words:
“She at her feet, who is so beautiful,
Was the one who opened and made deep
The wound that Mary closed and anointed.
Under her, in the order that consists
Of the third tier of seats, Rachel sits
With Beatrice, as you can see yourself.
Sarah, Rebecca, Judith, and she who was
Great-grandmother to the singer who,
Grieving over his sin, said ‘Miserere mei,’\fn{ “Have pity on me” }
You may observe descending, step by step,
As I myself descend along the rose,
Petal by petal, giving their true names.
Just as to the seventh, so from the seventh
Circle down, a succession of Jewesses
Divides all the petals of the flower,
Because, depending on the direction
Of their faith in Christ, they constitute
The wall partitioning the sacred stairway.
On this side, where the flower is full blown
In all its petals, have been seated
All those who believed that Christ was coming.
In a semicircle on the other side,
Where they are divided by empty places
Are those whose eyes were on the Christ that came.
And just as, on this side, the seat of glory
Of Heaven’s lady, and the other seats
Below it, make such a large division, so,
Opposite her, does the place of the great John,
Who, saintly always, suffered the desert,
Martyrdom, and after that two years in Hell.
Under him, Francis, Benedict, Augustine,
And others were assigned a similar
Dividing line from ring to ring down to here.
Consider the profound foresight of God:
For both of these directions of the faith
Shall fill this garden in equal numbers.
And know that, coming down from the tier that
Midway cuts across the two compartments,
None is seated because of his own merit,
But each because of someone else’s—with some
Conditions. For all these are souls who were released
Before they truly had the chance to choose.
You can tell that readily from their faces
And even from their children’s voices,
If you look and listen to them with some care.
Now you are puzzled and, being puzzled, quiet.
But I shall undo for you the tight knot
In which your subtle speculations bind you.
There is no place within the whole expanse
Of this realm for even a modicum of chance,
As there is none for sadness, thirst, or hunger.
For whatever you see has been established
By the eternal law in such a way
That the ring fits the finger perfectly.
For that reason, these beings, who were hurried
Into the true life, are, not sine causa\fn{Without cause }
More or less excellent here among themselves.
The King—thanks to whom this realm reposes
In such great love and such great joyousness
That no will could presume to ask for more—,
Creating every mind in his glad vision,
Bestows grace variously, as he sees fit.
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And let the effect alone suffice here.
This is all clearly and expressly conveyed
To you in those twins of Holy Scripture
Who raged while they were still inside their mother.
It follows that, according to the color
Of the hair such grace bestows, the Supreme Light
Must fashion a crown appropriate to each.
Thus, without reward for their behavior,
They are given places on different tiers,
Though differing only in their first endowment.
In earliest times the religion of the
Parents, besides the innocence, was alone
Sufficient to assure salvation.
When the first ages were fulfilled, it was
Required that male infants be circumcised,
That their innocent wings might thus be strengthened.
But when at last the time of grace had come,
Without the perfect baptism of Christ
Such innocence was put in that place below.
Gaze now on the face that most resembles
That of Christ, for its radiance alone
Can make you ready to look at Christ himself.”
And I saw showering down upon that face
So much happiness, borne by those saintly minds
That were made to soar at such altitudes,
That of all the things I had already seen
Nothing had overawed me with suspense like this,
Nor shown me so much of the face of God.
And the love that first came down from Heaven,
Singing “Ave Maria, gratia Plena,”\fn{“Hail Mary, full of grace” }
Now opened wide his wings before her.
From every side the blessed court responded
To the celestial melody, so that
Every face looked more serene because of it.
“O saintly father, who have consented
To come down here on my behalf, leaving
That sweet place where you sit by eternal choice,
Who is that angel who with such rapture
Looks into the eyes of our Queen, so
Enamored that he seems to be all fire?”
Thus once again I turned for instruction
To him who is beautiful from Mary,
The way the morning star is from the sun.
And he to me:
“As much as there can be
Of gallantry and charm in soul or angel,
Is in him, and we are glad that it is so,
Because it was he who carried the palm
Down to Mary, when the Son of God
Decided to make our burden his.
Accompany me now with your eyes, as I
Continue talking, and note the great nobles
Of this devout and most righteous empire.
Those two, who sit up there the happiest
Of all because they are the nearest
To the Empress, are like two roots of this rose.
The one who sits beside her on the left
Is the father, because of whose rash tasting
The human species tastes such bitterness.
On her right behold that ancient father
Of the Holy Church, he to whose care Christ
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Confided the keys of this gracious flower.
Sitting beside him is one who, before
He died, foresaw the time of hardship
Of that beautiful bride who had been won
With spear and nails. Beside the other rests
That leader under whom that thankless, willful
And inconstant people lived on manna.
See Anna seated opposite Peter,
So happy to be looking at her daughter
That she does not move her eyes to sing ‘Hosanna.’
And opposite the father of the largest
Family sits Lucy, who sent your lady
When you were lowering your eyes to ruin.
But, since the time in which you are asleep
Is flying, let us end here, like a good
Tailor who cuts the gown to what cloth he has.
Let us direct our eyes to the First Love,
So that by staring at him you may pierce
His radiance as much as possible.
However—lest you fall back, in moving
Your wings, thinking that you are advancing—
Grace must be solicited by prayer;
The grace, that is, of her who can assist you.
And now, follow me with such devotion that
Your heart will not take leave of what I say.”
And he began this holy prayer.
XXXIII (33)
“Virgin Mother, daughter of your son,
Humble and sublime more than any creature,
Ultimate goal of the eternal counsel,
You are she who so ennobled human
Nature, that its Maker did not disdain
To become himself what it was making.
In your womb the love was once more fired
Through whose warmth in the eternal peace
This flower was made to blossom in this way.
To us up here you are the noonday lamp of love,
And there below among the mortal beings
You are a living fountain of hope.
Lady, so great are you and your worth so high,
That whoever wishes grace and does not turn
To you has hopes of flying without wings.
Your benevolence assists not only
Those who ask for it, but so many times
It eagerly anticipates the asking.
In you is compassion, in you is pity,
In you is charity, in you is gathered
Whatever there is of goodness in God's creatures.
Now this man—who, from the lowest pool
Of the universe up to here, has seen
The beings of the spirit, one by one—
Entreats you to grant him, out of grace,
The power to enable him to raise his eyes
Higher towards the ultimate salvation;
And I, who never burned more to see than
I do for him to see, offer all my prayers—
And I pray they are not inadequate—
That you, with your own prayers, so divest him
Of every cloud of his mortality
That the highest joy may be disclosed to him.
And I add this prayer, O Queen who can do
Whatever you wish, that you will keep all his
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Affections strong, after he has seen so much.
May your protection curb his human promptings.
Do you see Beatrice, with all those blessed ones,
Folding their hands to you over my prayers?”
Those eyes revered by God, and his delight,
Fastening on him who had been praying, showed
How agreeable to her devout prayers are.
Then her eyes were raised to the eternal light,
Into which none must think any other
Creature’s eye can look with such clarity.
And I, who was drawing near the object
Of all wishes, put an end to the ardent
Yearning in me, as was expected of me.
Bernard was motioning to me, with a smile,
To gaze upward, but I was already
Doing, of myself, what it was he wanted.
For my vision, having become purified,
Was entering more and more into the ray
Of that sublime light, which by itself is true.
From then on my vision was more powerful
Than my speech, which admits defeat at such a sight,
As memory admits defeat at such excess.
As with a man who sees something in his dream
Of which an imprint of emotion lingers
Afterwards, though nothing else comes back to mind,
So it is with me: The vision that was mine
Has almost wholly faded, yet a sweetness
From it even now distils into my heart.
Thus the snow unseals itself in sunshine.
Thus the Sibyl’s prophecy was lost
Among the light leaves scattered to the wind.
O sublime light, rising so high above all
Human speculation, lend my mind again
A little of what you displayed of yourself,
And make my tongue so powerful
That it may leave to the people of the
Future one spark only of your glory.
For, by partly coming back to my mind,
And by re-echoing somewhat in these verses,
Men will the better understand your triumph.
From the sharpness I experienced
Of that living ray, I think that, had I turned
My eyes away, I would have lost my bearings.
And I recall that I was more determined
On that account to sustain it until
My vision merged with the infinite worth.
O abundant grace—that I should presume
To fix my gaze on the everlasting light
Till my eyes could no longer see from it!
Within its depths, bound together by love
Into one volume, I saw collected
All the open pages of the universe.
Substance and accident and their functions
Seemed all intermingled in such a way
That I can speak of it as one simple light.
I think I saw the cosmic outline of
This unity, because in saying this
I have the feeling of a larger joy.
One moment costs me more forgetfulness
Than twenty-five centuries have cost the feat
That made Neptune stare at the Argo’s shadow.
And so my mind, motionless and watchful,
Was looking fixedly, completely in suspense;
And all the while it was aflame from looking.
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A man becomes so changed before that light
That it is impossible for him ever to consent
To turn from it to look at something else.
For goodness, which is the object of the will,
Is all assembled in it, and outside it
That thing is imperfect that is perfect there.
From this point on my words will be fewer,
Even about what I recollect, than those
Of a child who wets his tongue still at the breast.
Not because there was more than a single
Aspect to that living light I gazed upon,
Which is forever what it was before,
But that, to my view, which strengthened
As I looked, a unified appearance
Was changing according as I changed myself.
There appeared to me in the profound and bright
Reality of that exalted light
Three circles, of three colors and one size.
As rainbow by rainbow, one seemed reflected
By the second, and the third seemed a fire
That breathed as much from one as from the other.
Oh, how short is the telling and how feeble
To my conception; and to call that small,
Compared to what I saw, would not suffice.
O eternal light, who dwell only in
Yourself, alone understand yourself, and, thus
Understood and understanding, love and smile—
That revolving action that seemed—
After my eyes had followed it a little—
To be conceived in you as a reflected light,
Looked as if it were painted, inside itself,
In its own color, with our effigy,
And on that my eyes now concentrated.
Like the geometrician who applies himself
To measuring the circle and fails to find,
By pondering, the principle he needs—
Such was I before the sight of this new thing.
I wanted to see how the image accorded
With the circle, and where its place was in it.
My own wings would have been incapable
Of that, but for the blazing light with which
My mind was struck, and in it had its wish.
The strength for this high fantasy was gone now.
But at last my will and my desire—
Like a wheel moving evenly—were revolving
From the love that moves the sun and all the stars.

I shall concern myself only with Dante’s romantic impulse in sympathy with his affection for Beatrice. I will
not address his criticism of Italian politics of the 13 th century or his exile. The scenario runs thus: the poem begins
with Dante finding himself lost in the woods. This along with his passage through hell (Inferno), represents the
false values or poor attitudes of selfishness and unjustified sense of worth which leads mankind into hell or
damnation. Hell thus represents the painful consequences of the absorption of “popular values” (envy, ingratitude,
facility, foolish pride, etc.) and the need to become aware of their effects, whilst separating oneself from them. In
this he sought the guidance of the wise master poet Virgil, whom he hopes will guide him to the threshold of
Heaven (the Paradisio), where he can unite with his beloved Beatrice.
Dante is essentially in search of the development and refinement of spiritual intuition, a quality central to any
principle of apology. In passing through hell he visits the tormented: all those who took love for granted, the
ungrateful, those who blame others for their wrongs, those who justify them, those who act out of envy, spite of
greed; out of revengefulness. They languish in hell for damnation according to the poem. This is however largely
metaphorical and so profoundly instructive. Dante’s sin, insofar as I can make it out, is a sort of unintended carelessness. He loves Beatrice, but he looked upon another woman with lust. (Now remember Dante saw Beatrice
only twice, and only once did she see him—all a matter of seconds. Soon after the second time she passed away.)
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Having gone through hell, which as we all know in Christian theology is not a matter of choice, Dante chooses
to enter purgatory. The fact that this is a choice is of extreme importance. In hell one suffers for one’s deeds. In
purgatory one chooses to sacrifice through the difficulty of rehabilitating one’s spirit for having done the deed.
This is an important distinction between suffering and sacrifice. The latter is always by choice.
In purgatory, Dante subdues his personality. He brings it under the most intense personal scrutiny. He is careful
not to allow Virgil to have to introduce him to his faults, only to help him explore them. [In the case of our subject
matter in this book, how many of us follow such an example?] His very instincts are reshaped\fn{ The text has:
reshapen} by what he understands about the opposites of humility and selflessness. Purgatory is a process of
accounting, of taking stock of one’s deeds, of their effects on others, of the costs of one’s failures to others. It is
the point at which one reflects on how one treats such failures. Let me say this formally: human imperfection is
not a problem. It is what we allow to be imperfect and what we do about its effects on others that is problematic.
If you read Aristotle’s Ethics that is the general sense you come away with. Dante in purgatory sought to
understand not only his problem, but the habit of his problem. That is, he examined how and why he repeated the
behaviour which caused Beatrice pain. When he comes to understand these things in purgatory, he is ready to
meet Beatrice in paradise.
However, when Dante saw Beatrice, when he felt the influence of her quality of spirit and her integrity
between word and deed, he realized that all that he had suffered and sacrificed to gain forgiveness was
insufficient; that his faults may have caused a pain he could not repair.
I would like you all to think of this for some time. Go home to your loved ones and discuss this point.
Remember this man has gone through all of this for a woman he has seen for ten seconds. And he feels he has
betrayed her for having a mere thought some might say. How many of us have know each other forever, and do
awful things to each other and never even think of going one half of one percent to the degree Dante goes to meet
the condition of forgiveness? Dante, at least recognized that he could not claim to value Beatrice whilst thinking
that his act which caused her heartache was “no big deal”. [Reflect here on the story of Yefgani earlier. Whilst he
enjoyed the sacrifices being given him, what was he doing?] As such, the extents to which Dante went was itself
an act of honour even before he opened his mouth to apologize. But before he is able to speak, Beatrice takes
Dante into the ninth altitude of heaven so that he could see in a moment’s vision the beatitude of God. Again at
once, Dante realized that his entire efforts to apologize, in spite of their sincerity, were feeble. This because they
could not match the spirit which would have struggled not to have committed the wrong in the first instance.
This is an important point. Even though we all make mistakes, we should never trade on that point. The process of avoiding doing the wrong is more noble than apologizing afterward. That is because in the avoidance of
the wrong, we have to look at the hidden costs more profoundly. And doing good from a deliberate understanding,
is better than correcting a mistake after causing others pain.
As Beatrice took him higher, she bid Dante to cast his eyes to earth, at mankind carelessly causing hurt and
injury to each other. She spoke thus:\fn{In Paradisio XXIX:}
Those, whom here
Thou seest, were lowly to confess themselves
Of his free bounty, who had made them apt
For ministries so high: therefore their views
Were, by enlightening grace and their own merit,
Exalted; nor feared to fall. For do not doubt,
But to receive the grace, which Heaven vouchsafes,
Is meritorious, even as the soul
With prompt affection welcometh the guest.
Now, without further help, if with good heed
My words thy mind have treasured, thou henceforth
This consistory round about mayst scan,
And gaze they fill. But since thou hast on earth
Heard vain disputers, reasoners in the schools,
Canvass the angelic nature, and dispute
Its powers of apprehension, memory, choice,
Therefore, ‘tis well thou take from me the truth
Pure and without disguise; which they below,
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Equivocating, darken and perplex.
Beatrice, showing Dante to the context of his faults, moves on to say:
So that men, thus at variance with the truth,
Dream, though their eyes be open; reckless some
Of error; others well aware they err,
To whom more guilt and shame are justly due.\fn{My edition of Dante of this entire passage (of which Morris omits the
underscored lines in his discussion) reads as follows:
Those whom you see here humbly recognized
That they owed their origin on that goodness
Which had made them quick to understand so much.
Their vision was thereafter glorified by
An illuminating grace and merit,
So that they have a full and firm volition.
I wish you not to doubt, but to be certain,
That to receive grace is meritorious,
According as one’s love is open to it.
You may now meditate at length respecting
This consistory without any further
Assistance, if you have absorbed my words.
However, since in the schools you have on earth
It is taught that the angelic nature
Is such that it comprehends, recalls, and wills,
I shall say more, in order that you may see
The truth pure that is distorted by
Equivocations like those in such readings,
Because they rejoiced in the face of God,
From which nothing can be concealed,
These substances never turned their eyes away.
No new objects, therefore, ever intercept
Their vision; and thus it is not necessary
To recollect an interrupted thought.
Men therefore dream on earth though not asleep,
Believing they speak the truth, or not believing,
In which there is the greater guilt and shame.}

Dante now realized how corrupt his “simple” carelessness was. He saw the beauty of Beatrice’s spirit toward
him, and now saw what he had injured and now sought to repair by apology. The ethical implication in Beatrice’s
words is that in our world we wish to be perceived in some aspect of this light, but we do nothing to attain it.
Furthermore, it is not just the living of a cynical life which keeps us from this pantheon, but the cultivation of a
cynical spirit; cynical because it refuses to confess and explore its own corruption.
So in the end here is what I am saying: If we are going to develop a sound, intelligent, reflective world—if we
accept the transitivity that first we have families in which we have individuals; and out of that we have
communities; and following that we have nations; and between those nations we need understanding which begins
in the family—then I believe in that. That is my hope for the future. If that is not possible; if that is not the
incubus of learning, grace and reflection leading us to discover the hidden costs of all we possess, then there is no
hope for us. And this is no mean pessimism. I believe that when we have these kinds of exchanges that one comes
to discover—that I come to discover—how we can change our world by first changing and addressing our selves.
4
Having discussed the principle of apology, I shall like to share some reflections on that which sustains such a
principle. An apologetic attitude implies that we understand our limitations as human beings, and that even when
we do not intend to, we may cause injury. Remember, our entire project in this little book is aimed at becoming
reliably responsible. We do this first by understanding that we need long experience at practicing an ethical code,
and the only place to begin for young people is in manifesting a profoundly active and deliberate gratitude toward
our parents. This is the first learning ground for integrity.
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The Principle of Integrity is also a principle of knowledge. The person of integrity understands, intimately, that
the limitations of human knowledge requires us not only to do what is right, but in all things to leave the
impression that we have done and intended to do what is right. In law the case has been well-settled: the integrity
of a judicial system or jurisculture lies not only in doing what is lawful, but in being perceived as doing what is
lawful.
In personal terms, the matter rather swiftly turns complex. Lets follow this: Integrity is not that which one
possesses, it is what others possess in perception of oneself That is, what others think of you. And when others
perceive us as projecting integrity they mean and imply that our behaviour and our principles cohere, are
consistent, and can be anticipated. This integrity, as such, must be established in a certain way, (though not merely
as a strategy for influencing others).
For example: assume (A) says to (B) with apparent sincerity, I am sorry for having done N. (A), thinking, nay
believing (B), may accept the apology and go on to congratulate (B) for his or her thoughtfulness. Yet, suppose
(B) harbours resentment, in spite of the fact that he or she was certainly wrong, believed him or herself to have
been wrong, or believed the other thought him or her to have been wrong. Under the motivation of integrity, (B)
would confess to (A) saying: I know you were prepared to accept my apology. But that says more about you than
me, for I harboured a resentment.
This is called “being true;” as such it goes beyond merely telling the truth. (B) has shown here that he or she is
unwilling to trade upon the escape from an escapable responsibility. This is one of the central points concerning
integrity, it maintains a consistency; and reflects the tension identified by Socrates that one has a virtue when one
admits that which others may never know, willingly.
This willingness to tell a truth that can or may never be known is also a form of thinking; forced forth by an
understanding that integrity is the wall of protection of something fragile. In a world in which our knowledge is
limited, the disclosure of a secret which we may never have known to the apparent disadvantage of the discloser
is apropos of the radicalism of which I spoke earlier. This narrow of narrows is the thin foundation upon which
our trust is built.
To some it may appear as the methodology of a confessional that one should reveal what others may never
know to their advantage. However, it is not so. This willingness to tell upon oneself, what others cannot have
immediately known is, first, not without some strategy, for those who approach life in that way. For since our
knowledge is limited, we may find that the coordinates of the unspoken thing is revealed in a composition of
apparently unrelated, and unexpected events, which after they have occurred give lie to the integrity of the keeper
of secrets. The result of this is ultimately a more dangerous world, even if that appears again somewhat dramatic.
However, there is an act of conscience which is neither confessional nor strategic, which abhors the risk
management approach to integrity. It touches upon the fragile which was mentioned above; a sense that that which
is irreparable is liable to injury when it loses its wall of protection which is a critical integrity. This fragile thing,
this life we live is constantly beneath the threat of our own misdoings. Shakespeare’s tragedies, and before him
those of the Greeks, were written to show how the loss of integrity, or the benefits of the regularity of the good,
put entire civilizations in danger. How else can we explain Creon’s stubbornness in Antigone or Brutus’ hubris in
Julius Caesar?
It is for this reason—for the sake of this fragility—that we go beyond the call of duty as we said, the result of
which is a projection of integrity. And through such efforts we, ourselves, refine our moral development, in that
we have been able again to act in a spirit of our unimportance to give importance to another.
Another element of integrity adds to it this moral mantra: purity of heart is to will one thing. This is an old
idea, but you may find a brilliant philosophical discussion of this idea as an ethics in a work by that name written
by Soren Kierkegaard—the Danish philosopher. According to Kierkegaard, a pure heart does not say one thing
and think another; nor does it think one thing and feel another. And when it does, it struggles to bring thought,
feelings, words and deeds into coherence.
This is an act of intelligence. Persons acting in this way do so as a must, as an irresistible need because they
fear the possibility of an irredeemable crisis, in which the foregoing thoughts, feelings words or deeds show a lack
of integrity—and an inability to be believed.
A pure heart in this respect is a radical discipline. One whose perspective is locked into a straight line—as if to
say the mind and the heart are on the same page—common toward a single disciplined will. This, too, is a mark of
integrity both as consistency, and as a strength.
It is for this reason that integrity is wed with gratitude. For if we find that we behave with the indignities above
and the Beloved struggles still to exercise kindness and a spirit of grace in the heat of such unloveliness, then we
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have all we need for our instruction toward higher moral development.
For through our desire to have integrity we are called upon to “be true”; and through being true, we are called
upon to see the nature of our indignities at the sight of which we are compelled to consider the full effects of our
poor behaviour upon the Beloved; and in that light we see more clearly the spirit of grace in which they attempted
their response to that behaviour; and this must influence the quality of our spirit of gratitude.
Purity of heart in a principle of gratitude is not therefore the assumption of an ever-existing pure heart. Nor is it
merely a willingness to have one. It is instead, a ruthless passion to bring one’s heart to a condition of purity
through all that it takes without resentment. And the only means by which such resentment does not arise, is that
the efforts are inspired by a resolute desire, not only to love, or to show some love, but through loving to bring the
beloved to a condition of a more refined moral value.
The greatest assault upon and insult to integrity is facility. The facile person is dangerous because they are
indisposed to their own, or any other’s true improvement. Any act of sensitivity is lost upon such a person—one
who does all things and receives all things in the same empty spirit. Their insensitivity and ignorance will mean
that one cannot better them (by example), but they will ultimately worsen those in their nearest proximity. We
may examine these features of an animal corruption of the soul, through a study of …\fn{ Here the text is interrupted;
an unknown part of it is missing:H}
Without the principle of integrity in all its facets, the Beloved has little means of seeing him or herself as
beloved, as an “invaluable valuable,” through which feeling they may motivate a new level of moral example in
the world. That is, when we fail to exercise integrity, we lessen the moral integrity of those who love us.
[Inherent] in the absence of any of these principles is a thoroughgoing lack of faith. In relation to marriage, we
shall explore (using Homer’s Odyssey and Iliad; Chaucer’s Troilus and Criseyde and the Song of Solomon in the
old Testament) how this lack of faith amounts to blasphemy, since it is a prevention of the union of man with
woman as the instantiation\fn{Representing by a concrete example:H} of the union of man with God. In addition,
through such failures we ruin the confidence that this Beloved may have any impression that he or she has any
influence over our behaviour; since it has not been the case that their presence has produced a greater
respectfulness of spirit in our actions or ourselves.
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Christ Church Anglican Cathedral (1841), Nassau, New Providence Island, The Bahamas
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A church in Marsh Harbour, Central Abaco District, Abaco Island, The Bahamas

All Saints Anglican Church, Peets, Manrove Cay District, Andros Island, The Bahamas
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The Church of St. Vincent de Paul, Freeport, City of Freeport District, Grand Bahama Island, The
Bahamas

The Wesley Methodist Church, Bimini Island District, Bimini Island, The Bahamas
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The Church of St. Francis of Assisi, Old Bight, Cat Island District, Cat Island, The Bahamas

The Church of St. John, Dunmore Town, Harbour Island District, Harabour Island, The Bahamas
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Holy Cross Anglican Church, Long Island District, Long Island, The Bahamas

The Church of St. Peter, Clarence Town, Long Island District, Long Island, The Bahamas
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Chub Church, Chub Cay, Berry Islands District, Berry Islands, The Bahamas

Mt. Carmel Baptist Church, Pirate’s Well, Mayaguana District, Mayaguana Island, The Bahamas
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A church at Pelican Point, East Grand Bahama District, Grand Bahama Island, The Bahamas

The Church of St. Andrew, George Town, Exuma District, Exuma Island, The Bahamas
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Elmslie Memorial Church, Grand Cay City, Grand Cay District, Grand Cayman Island, The Bahamas

The Miracle of God Church, New Plymouth, Green Turtle Cay District, Abaco Island, The Bahamas
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The Church of St. James, Hope Town, Hope Town District, Abaco Island, The Bahamas

A church in Matthew Town, Inagua District, Inagua Islands, The Bahamas
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The Church of God, The Bight, Moore’s Island District, Abaco Island, The Bahamas

The New Macedonia Adventist Church, Johnson’s Bay, South Andros District, South Andros Island, The
Bahamas
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The Wesley Methodist Church, North Palmetto Point, North Eleuthera District, Eleuthera Island, The
Bahamas

The Church of St. Christopher, Port Nelson, Rum Cay District, Rum Cay Island, The Bahamas
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A church in Cockburn Town, San Salvador District, San Salvador Island, The Bahamas

A church in West End, West Grand Bahama District, Grand Bahama Island, The Bahamas
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Wells Methodist Church, Spanish Wells, Spanish Wells District, Russel Island, The Bahamas

The Church of St. Columba, Tarpum Bay, South Eleuthera District, Eleuthera Island, The Bahamas
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Seventh Day Adventist Church, Lovely Bay, Acklins District, Acklins and Crooked Islands, The Bahamas

A church in Behring Point, Central Andros District, Andros Island, The Bahamas
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The Church of St. Patrick, Governor’s Harbour, Central Eleuthera District, Eleuthera Island, The
Bahamas

The Church of St. John (after Hurricane Irene in 2011), Colonel Hill Settlement (pop. 51), Crooked Island
District, Acklins and Crooked Islands, The Bahamas
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New Mt. Sinai Baptist Church, Mastic Point, North Andros District, North Andros Island, The Bahamas

The Treasure Cay Catholic Church, Treasure Cay, North Abaco District, The Bahamas
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The Church of God Prophecy, Duncan Town, Ragged Island, The Bahamas

The sanctuary of the Mt. Zion Baptist Church, Sandy Point, South Abaco District, The Bahamas
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The Staniel Cay Church, Black Point, Black Point District, The Bahamas

The Church of God, Nassau, New Providence Island, The Bahamas
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